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International students experience new
culture at jMU.

Local duo JCalie and Jessica strum an
eclectic acawfe mix at Court Square
Theater FrmEftughl.

Women's soccer opens its conference schedule
with a win over Old Dominion University,
but falls to the College of William & Mary.

James Madison University
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Sunny
High: 64
Low: 41'

Rose addresses diversity
Presidential commission appointed to evaluate ways to improve numbers
BY TOM DI SCAN

ni editor
In an attempt to enhance
the diversity ol various
aspects of JMU, President
l.lnwood Kose announced his
appointment of a presidential
commission last Friday.
The commission, led by
Daniel Wubah, associate
dean of the College of
Science and Mathematics,
has three subcommittees that
evaluate ways to improve
diversity in JML's faculty
and staff employment and
student enrollment.
The findings of the subcommittees will be turned over to

Wubah, who then will turn
them over to Rose by Jan. 30.
2004, according to Wubah.
Rose said that he has been
working on a plan for improving diversity for a while
because he feds the "education
process is enhanced through
diverse ideas and opinions."
The goal of the commission
Is to increase diversity as stated
in it's mission statement. This
commission is here because "the
pmspects for [graduates'] success as educated and enlightened citizens are enhanced by
exposure to different perspectives, different interpretations
and different points of view ...
diversity enriches the educa-

tional experience and promotes
growth," according to the mission statement.
Rose said there is no target
goal for diversity at JMU.
However, he said that since
JMU is so "far from critical
mass" there is a long way to go
before JMU is diverse. Critical
mass was an idea articulated in
the recent University of
Michigan US. Supreme Court
Case in which a 5-4 vote upheld
affirmative action.
Fred Hilton, director ofmedia relations, agreed and
said, "We are better than we
were years ago, but not at what
we aim for."
Wubah said he would begin

meeting with the chairs of the
committee this week. Wubah
was appointed as the special
assistant to the president
because "(he] has been a champion for diversity at JMU." Rose
said in a press release. "He
understands the benefits of.
diversity in education for our
students and employees."
Wubah said the commission
is important because it "is in
line with the idea of All
Together One. Diversity benefits all," he saiii
Wubah said he is giving up
some of his duties as associate
dean to put more time and
see COMMISSION, page 5
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Bv ERIN P1
contributing writer

see HEALTH, page 5
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Ask questions
before getting
inked, pierced

AMY PATERSON/
\mk" phtxiyrupher

—■■
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Although getting a tattoo or
piercing rflpffsevm to be a popular choice at JMU, stuJents
should take several things into
consldcmtton before going
undcT the needle.
Bubba Lut/, a tattooist for
TJ's IX-rmagraphics Tattoo II,
said he gets about M. to eight
JMU students in each week for
tattoos and piercings.
Look anmnd the plate to
note cleanliness, previous work
pictures, a mission statement
perhaps and "test their knowledge," because not all studios
are regulated by local health
departments, said piercer Nick
Swartz of Alley Cat Tattooing
and Body Piercing.
"Ask questions and get to
km m the piercer," he said.
Sophomore June Mangers,
who has several piercings and
now a tattoo, said, "I just wanted
[the piercingsl and then did it.
but the tattoo I thought about for
g time." She said she also
went to the store beforehand,
talked to the tattooist and they
designed her tattoo together.
Art Lilly, manager of Painted
Lady Tattoos, said, "Anything's
risky if you don't take can- ot it
She said this usually is why people have complications.
Cleaning piercings with
rubbing alcohol can cause tissue build-up, known as
"keloids" or scars, said Cannie
Campbell, the University
Health Center's associate
director of health promotion.
Alley Cat and Painted Lady
Tattoos both highly recommend

NATAUYA l.APTIKA/uffphDft'umpher
Christopher Ball's No. 12 Jersey was displayed In a frame
during Saturday's rugby match against Mary Washington
Collage to honor Ball, who drowned Sept. 19.

Nicole Munzico,
left, of Lynn
University, talks to
sophomores Sarah
Watson, tar right,
and Kelsey
Fltzglbbon about
Ireland during the
Study Abroad Fair
in Transitions In
Warren Hall last
Thursday.
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JMU to offer new study abroad programs
Beginning next fall, students can study at Oxford University, University of St. Andrews
BY STEPHEN ATV.UI

assistant news editor
The international program unveiled
a new Honors Abroad opportunity at
two Eumpcan schools during the Study
Ahmad Fair in Transitions Thursday.
The program was touted as the "gem
of the study abroad program" by John
Butt, director of the Honors Abroad program. Beginning in the fall of 2004, the
pmgram will allow students to .spend
either a year or a semester at Oxford
University in England or the University
of St. Andrews in Scotland.
Oxford was founded in 1282 and
is the oldest English-speaking univeisitv in the world The University
of St. Andrews was founded in 1410
and has become one of the Ivy

Does that feel good?

League universities in Britain.
"These are two of the oldest and
most prestigious universities in the
world," Butt said.In most of the other study abroad
programs, students study with faculty
hired by JMU and do not ixvftrhe parjof
another university. Tnis,.»tudy abjqad
experience differs fmjn previously
offered opportunities because it allows
students to actually jiotorW' entailed at
either universities. %*j' JJH
"(Students] wijjflijec af*pnds-on
experience, just like they are going to
school there," said Felix Wang, director
of the Study Abroad program.
JMU is the first university in the
country to offer this type of program
at both St. Andrews and Oxford,
according to Butt.

"[JMU students| take the same
classes, live in the residence halls
with the Oxford or St. Andrews students and eat in the dining halls
with them," Butt said.
The students who participate in the
pmgram will be housed separately
from one another, but will be able to
maintain in contact with each other,
according to Butt.
Wang said, "It is more of a one-<m-one
experience than a group experience."
Although the program is sponsored
by the Honors Program, it will be
available to any student with a 3.2
cumulative grade-point average or
higher, Butt said. In comparison, the
GPA requirement for most international programs is a 2.0.
Lee Sternberger, executive director of

the Office of International Programs,
said, "Having an honors program at
(Oxford and St. Andrews) is a really
wonderful and unique experience."
The Oxford program runs from
October to June and the University of St.
Andrews runs from late September to
June, Butt said.
"We are trying to encourage students
to spend a full academic year at either
institution," Butt said. "Although, students could opt for a semester."
Oxford will offer both fall and spring
opportunities. St. Andrews will provide
only a semester-long program in the
spring due to their fall exams held in
mid-January, according to Butt.
Students can take any class the partee OFFER, page 5

Former basketball coach suing JMU
Bud Childers seeking $2 million for breach of contract, wrongful termination
BY DREW WILSON

senior writer

MIH1 MiJ.lVANAtwnBWM,BkM>«n»*n
^SZZZL ™^2?* * ******UREC held a head, nack
and shouMer masaag. seminar last Thursday.

Former women's basketball
coach Bud Childers is suing
JMU for $2 million, according
to a lawsuit filed last
Wednesday in the Rockingham
County Circuit Court.
The lawsuit states that
Childers is "bringing this action
to recover damages relating to
the | school's) breach of contract,
wrongful termination and tortuous conduct" after JMU
engaged in a surreptitious
-,heme" to remove Childers
from his job.

Childers is
seeking $1
million
in
compensatory damages
and $1 million
in punitive
damages after
JMU allegedly forced him
to resign in
the middle of CHII.DKRS
his contract.
Childers, now an assistant
women's basketball coach at
the University of Southern
Mississippi, declined to comment on his lawsuit when he

was reached by phone at his
office Friday.
A call seeking comment
from Childers' attorney, J. Burns
Earle III of Harrisonburg, was
not returned.
According to Fred Hilton,
director of media relations,
JMU has not seen the suit.
"We haven't been served
with the papers on that." Hilton
said Friday. "So there really is
nothing that can be said."
Athletic Director Jeff
Bourne was not available for
comment. Calls seeking
comment
from
JMU
President Linwood Rose

were deferred to Hilton.
The
Childers
ordeal
beganVvhen he attempted to
return to his job Feb, 3 after
missing nearly two months.
Childers took a medical
leave •( absence Dec. 6, 2002,
to cfirrect intestinal and
digestive-tract problems that
the stilt said interfered with
his coaching duties.
When he returned Feb. 3,
Childers spoke briefly to the
Dukes' team captains, thenseniors Nadine Morgan, Jess
Cichowu/ and Shanna Price.
see SVIT. page S
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Events Calendar

DUKE DAYS
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Monday, Sept. 29

NEWS

Student Organization Night
Liberal education panel
Speech on change in literature
Students urged to eat right'

3
3
3
3

OPINION

Art exhMi by [oahua MIII.T Nathanael Rone] and Erta
Aimn.il. uill open Ir.un 7 to9pmat tin- Zirklt II..vis. llv
exhibit will run through 1 \ 1 II I or niorr information I'-m.ul
K.IIH ,ii loygnBaH.
I hi- Spanish club will hol.l its lir.t meeting in Kiv/ell Hall
room G9 .it 7 p m i or more mlorm.ition e-mail jmUpmd&cluhQIu'lnulu COM

House cartoon
House editorial
Darts & pats
Pigs and pearls
Campus spotlight

LEISURE

9

Comics

Crossword
Horoscopes

10
10

FOCUS
International students

Sad-Rides, a new nonprofit designati-d driver program, will hold
a "One NiRht, One Ride. One life" to raise- morw in Orafton9kn all Theatre ban K to ID p.m. The n.Rht will Mature ■ ceptla
BOupi dance .ind a spi-aki-i h'or more iniorm.ilion cont.Kl
Jessica Lumsden at 4.18-2315
Up 'til Dawn will hold .1 general inlereM meeting in Taylor H.ill
ntom 304 at 8:30 and 9 p m For mon- information canttd I nn
Walker at \2-4372 Of e-mail un&tltj.

Tuesday, Sept 30

STYLE

Miguel Romero ensemble
Arab/Israeli comedy hour
Kalie and Jessica
311 is missing

13
13
14
15

SPORTS

29 - WEDNESDAY. OCT. 1,20(13

The Relay for life Committee will hold a general interest
meeting in HHS room 1210 at 7 p.m For more information
contact Allison at rkharar.
"Rock the Convo" auditions will be held at the Festival stage
at 7 p.m. Students will audition for the opportunity to open
lor Phil Vassar Oct 11 I or more information contact Caitlyn
Powitz at powttni.
The Sign I anguage Club will meet in Zane Showker Hall
room 242 at 7:30 p.m. For mon- information contact Maggie
Miller.at mi/Mmr.
A presale for tickets to tin-111 /Alien Ani Farm concert, on Oct.
24 will he available at the College Center Grand Ballroom at 10
p.m For more information contact Caitlyn Powitz at pemtzed.

Wednesday, Oct 1
Tht? Studenl Amh.i8s.idor Program will hold a general interest
meeting in the Transituvis n>om ot Warren Hall at 7 p.m. For
mon nbnnatftofl vWl u\tni.imut\tuloT\i$/a"ilxis<ad0f$/
mcmbcnJupsiitml.

The JMU chapter of Amnest) International will hint .speaker
Craciela Monteagudo in Taylor Hall mom 400 ,,i 7 p.m.
Monteagudo will give .1 lecture titled "Economics ami
Human Rights in Argentina This i> a Wellne*. Passport
event. For mon- information e-mail Nlgdfetl V\u at wuilf.
Submitting events to the
DUKE DAYS Events Calendar:

UMass runs through JMU
ODU shuts out Dukes
Women's soccer rolls over ODU

MONDAY. SEPT.

i i mi.it: Stephen at rfiivJ/sd two days rn.tr to the issue date yvft >ur event
i■ .■ trv to limit the event description to no mine than 50 ft

KRISTEN DONNELLY/
Uqffph<*vriipher

FUN FACT

Dsrengj services staff
Lowry Brawn and
Brian Brown prepare
and grill steak and
shrimp during PC
Duties' Wednesday
Grill Outs

WEATHER

High 64 Low 41
Thursday

Wednesday
Party Cloudy

Friday
Sunny
62/42

In other matters, campus police
report the following
Possession of a License
Not of One's Own
Margaret M Bishop, 19, of
Norfolk, was arrested and
charged on Greek Row with
possessing a license not of her
own Sept. 23 at 12:35 p.m.
Receiving Stolen Property
Ameyaw Sarfo, 20, of
Woodbridge, was arrested and
charged with receiving stolen
property in Godwin Hall Sept.
23 at 9:30 a.m.
Number of drunk in pubic
charges since Aug. 25:17

Partly Cloudy
59/35

62/35

CONTACT INFORMATION

MARKET WATCH
«s <* Ocm on Fnosy. Sea » 2003

-8.67

•11.77

dose 2691 74

dose: 986.27

i

me Breeze a pubtshed Monday and Thursday mornings and dWnbuted
throughout James Madison university am the local Hamsonourg community.
Comments and complaints should be addressed to Drew Wilson editor
Mailing addmi
The Breeze
G^ony.S-gerH-

DOW JONES

IIPSHII' i

Non-students Gurpreet Singh,
18, of Harrisonburg. and Abhijit
Parikh. 19. ol South Riding,
were arrested and charged with
credit card forgery, credit card
fraud and obtaining goods
under false pretense Sept. 23 at
9:54 p.m In addition, Singh was
charged with credit card theft
This is a follow-up lor a report in
a Sept 8 issue of The Breeze,
where a student had reported
the larceny of a cell phone and
a wallet containing cash and
credit cards

The word
"samba"
means "to rub
navels together.'

Mostly Sunny

Tuesday
Sunny
65/42

BY LAUREN MCKAY

police log reporter

Number ot parking tickets
issued between Aug. 25 and
Sept 25: 5.066

Today

*

of the Day

POLICE LOG

->&y •**!

-25.17

-6.42

close 1792 07

dose: 996 85

Section phone numbers
Style «8-3151
News X&69M
aMO.1
Opmonffoojs .8.3846
Sports xM709
Phao/Ofaphra x»67.9

Jama. Madnon Umersay
HermonOuro Vranu 22*07
Phone: I5WI56M127 Fax: (S40| 568-6736
E-Mail address: n. breezeSMnu eoV
Breeze Net: imp //Mm meOreez. org
Bookkeeper
SuunShrfSett

Receptionist
Angw McWhoner

Business/Technology
Coordinator
Donna Dunn

FOR A DIFFERENT SLANT ON THE NEWS
The Christian Science Monitor

MISSION
The Breeze, the
student-run newspaper
ot Jamas Madison
University, serves student and faculty readership by reporting
news involving tie
campus and local
community Tht
Breeze strives lo be
impartial and fair In Its
'oportHio. ind firmly
bsMsvt In its First
Amendment rights.

THE LOOK

and

"orner of Univatrsity Blvd
and Reservoir St
(Atrou *w Sheeti!
VVWbng OMance fre*rt
Sun Chase Stone Gam Slue K4f.
"rTi-inr I TifsjiMln

564 - 2770

Full Body Massage $35

R

RT Computer Systems

-^\

CompuU

Highlights $3$

Shampoo/Cut/Style $18

>rf Service

o Low Price - Quality Brands
o Expert Advice
o Expert Upgrades & Repairs

Perms $30
FREE Soft Drink
with any
Hair Service

jewelry

75 Court Square, 'Harrisonburg
CHt*t to •Banfipf America)
433-1833

ProfetdoeiaJ

lOTanningVisits for
$10 and get i
more FREE

Advertising
Designers:
Beverly Kitchens
Lisa Marietta
JoanMassaro
James Matarese

CLASSIFIEDS
■ How to place a classified Come to
The Breeze office weekdays between 6
am and5p.m.
■ Cost $3.00 tor the first 10 words. $2
tor each aoortonal 10 words, boxed
ciassified. $10 per column inch
■ Deadlines: noon Fnday for Monday
issue, noon Tuesday tor Thursday Issue
■ Classifieds must be paid in advance
m The Breeze office

Tvferr JMU buplts tn/tgrnm na/>."

HAIRSTYUNG -TANNING • NAILS • DAY SPA * MASSAGE
Tan (or entire
$100
school year

Advertising
Executives:
Jason Brown
Steve Doherty
RyenFegen
Elizabeth Hamner
Jessica Lapierre

antique

Ask about the treeless" version at the JMU Library
or visit their award winning website: www.csmonitor.com

433-3322

Assistant Ads
Manager
MattLastner

JAMES J^CHONE

An independent, unbiased interrKjtlonol daily newspaper
with worldwide readership
Founded in 1908 'To injure no man, but to bless oH mankind"
Winner of 7 Pulitzer Prizes - 50 correspondents in 9 countries providing concise
analysis of world events - special features cover work/money, learning/ideas,
arts/leisure, science/technology, and MORE! A great research tool.

Candies Spa

ADVERTISING STAFF
Ads Manager
Lauren KinMski

Desktops • Notebooks • Printers • Monitors • Scanners • Parts
540-442-7335
Hours:

In Kroger Shopping Center

Mon-Sat. 9am to 7pm

Beside Plan 9 Music

1MIIIKTII-1U; TO HK il r'-VT C-IT TO .SIIILii III-3H3
Everything On Menu
Every Day 99 *

lluajti Milnrikiii nl"
unit ..ml limit)

(lush for tmir

Las li llVlhi

..Id bk ft
inn.!

IJIIK

Domestic and International Foods!
A New Concept in Fast Food Service!

Hot Soups
Are Here! (16oz)

Chicken Nuggets (61
Sleek Finger. (31
Baked Roast Pork Bun
Steamed Roast Pork Bun
Crab Rangoon (31
Cheese Sticks 141
Onion Rings (SI
French Fries
Corn Nuuets (101
Fried Muehreom. 171
Apple Turnover

Chicken Rica Vegetable Soup
Chicken Noodkt Vegetable Soup
Beef Vegetable Soup
Pork Dumpling Soup
Beet Rice Vegetable Soup
Chicken Vegetable Soup
Chicken Dumpling Soup
Vegetable Dumpling Soup

Cheese Pizza
Pepperonl Pizza
Spring RoSs (21
Steamed Dumplings 14)
Egg Roll (1)
Yam Taters
MM Cam Dogs (41
Fried Dumpling. (41
Fried Bread (S)
Fortune Cookie (101
Chips

I.mliin lii.r.iiii

IIMIH.K MIMI

Imnl In Hull!

nn. lint!

\llrnk

I'i.sl MUBtllll

iiraamwirlini

nrtkini!

li mum!

WHAT A RECORD STORE SHOULD BE!

Soft Drinks - Iced Tea (Wow 32 ozs.)
Plus More Items To Come!

171 C Neff Avenue - (540) 433-1142
(Directly behind the VaSey Mai In Shopping Center with Classic Cleaners and Classic Tuiedol

HOURS: SUN - WED 11 A.M. - 10 P.M. - THURS

iif lni|NirlK,

SAT 11 A.M. - MIDNIGHT

s*> w.« rw. si WMk ■■«■

MI

I KROGER SHOPPING CTR WHAT A RECORD
1790-96 E. Market St. STORE SHOULD BE!
Men-Sit. It-l Suna-iv 124

Listen Before You Buy!

WWW.PLAN9MUSiC,COM

MONDAY, SEPT.

Got vegetables?

see atory hefew
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Flu shots given at JMU
Health Center this fall
Flu shots fur the fall season
will be available at the University
Health Center (let 16 through
Nov. 21.
Monday through Friday,
shots will be available without an appointment from 8
a.m. to 1 p.m.
The cost will be $10 for students, JMU affiliates, family
members over 18 and $5 for faculty and staff.
Annual flu shots are reccomended for people who an?
living in dormitories, pregnant,
OW SO years of age or have
long-term health problems,
according to a Health Center
press release.
Protection against influenza
develops about two weeks after
getting the shot and may last
up to a year, according to the
press release.
Contact the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention
at 1-800-232-2522 or the Health
Center at x8-6178 or visit the
Web site, uwu'.iik.gmf/nip/tiu.

Despite previous rain
delays, event runs well
BY ZACHARY MERCURIO

contributing writer
After two rain postponements, JMU students and
organizations packed the
College
Center
Grand
Ballroom Thursday night to
participate in the annual
Student Organization Night
Freshman Rachele Douglas
said she was interested in the
psychology club and a capella
groups. "Being able to get
involved and to see all these
clubs that I would have never
known about is great," she said.

-6 4
There's something for
everybody...
Everyone is having a
good time.
sophomore

CHARLOTTESVILLE
The Paramount Theater welcomed two new members, Kathy
Best and Olivia Branch, to its
Board of Directcws this month.
The theater, located in downtown Charlottesville, currently is
under construction. The theater
is scheduled to reopen in the tall
of 2004, according to a
Paramount pamphlet.
They are accepting donations for the theater and all
donors who pledge $25,000
or more will have access to
The Paramount Theater's
Founders Lounge.
For more information or to
make I donation, contact Chad
Hershner at (434) 979-1922

ANNE WILES

Philosophy professor

Students find new clubs, organizations

—Maura Goodrich

Paramount Theater
welcomes new directors

"Liberal education is really for everyone,
because it is about how to live."

NEWS

UREC nutrition analysts show the
best ways to eat healthy on campus.

29, 20031 THE BREEZE 13

95
Some students said they
were disappointed by the rain
delays. Freshman Meghan
Vozzo said she "wanted to get
involved earlier, and it was
harder to wait and find out
about the clubs."
Sophomore Maura Goodrich
said, "Student Organization
Night is the perfect chance to
see how you fit into JMU;
there's something for every-

body, and you get to meet so
many people. Everyone is
just having a good time."
About 150 student organizations and clubs were expected to
attend Student Organization
Night, which is planned by
Student Organization Services.
About 100 organizations attended last year, according to a Sept.
5,2003 article in The Breeze.
Many sports clubs were
not able to attend because
practices already had begun
and recruitment was over,
according to senior Jay
Kelske, president of men's
club lacrosse. This left sports
clubs, and the Sports Club
Council, to do their own promoting, he said.
"I'm sure if Student
Organization Night was
earlier, we would have gotten twice the amount of athletes that we have now. But
I can't complain because we
have a lot of solid athletes,"
Kelske said.
Senior Carrie Moser, president of club field hockey, said,
"We were already into our
season, so we needed new
members sooner."
The rain date and location
also caused some disappointments for other organizations and students.
Sophomore Travis MacRae
said he felt that the date was
set too late in the semester,
and that the College Center
Grand Ballroom was just too
far away from the majority of
campus. "It's just more fun to
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Members of the University Program Board recruit students. Recruiters used ploys like free
candy, frtsbsss and wearing fun costumes like balloon hats to get student attention.
see everyone walking around
outside," he said.
Sophomore Holly Stout,
treasurer of Boarderline, the
snowboarding club, said the
club expected to see an
increase in new members
this year despite the rain
date. Last year the club had

In the fast lane

about 175 members, but this
year, they expect to have
upwards of 200 members,
according to Stout
"Everyone is just so full of
energy tonight," she said.
Kristen Ahrling, the vice
president of club gymnastics, said she thought the

Panelists say liberal
education worthwhile
BY SARA CHRISTOPH

staff writer

Female member of Iraqi
council dies from wound
IRAQ (Ins Angeles Times) —
One of just three women on
Iraq's Clovemirtg Council died
Thursday after a five-day fight
for her life, despite intensive
efforts by US. doctors to save
her from internal injuries inflicted by assassins' bullets.
Aqila Hashimi. 50, a longtime diplomat who had worked
in the Horeign Ministry under
Saddam Hussein's regime, was
viewed widely as a nonpolitical
professional who was devoted
to her work, a promoter of
women in the dipkimatk corps
and loyal to her country, rather
th.m to a particular leader
The Governing Council
declared three days of official mourning and issued an
impassioned statement condemninn her assassination
and crowning Hashimi with
thr nMHl praise that can
be offered in Islam.
FTC appeals ruling on
do -mil -call registry
WASHINGTON D.C. (Los
Angeles Times) — Stymied by
two umrt rulings, federal offi, Ida , ..needed Friday that they
would not enforce a popular
do-not-call list next week, and
lelcmarketers vowed to press
their case in courts across the
United States to keep tighter
regulation of the $275 billion
industry at bay.
Two federal judges this
week blocked the national
registry that would have protected more than 50 million
phone numbers from most
dinnrr-timi' solicitation-.
The list's fate was first cwt in
doubt Tuesday, when U.S.
District lodaa Lai K. V*»t in
Oklahoma City ruled thai the
I R ,„,.,!..,! IN.mthontVinsetimg up the registry Thursday,
US. District |udge Edward W.
Nottingham in Denver issued an
e\ in hnnder decision, saying the
list vitiated tetemarketers' free-pot^ii rights.

DREW WIISON/vnirir fhnuvafhtr
Professor Kevin Borg, left, and Junior Josh Tarklngton examine Kevin Zlrk'e No.
44 sprint car Saturday night. Borg led his HIST 326 History of Automobiles In
the 20th Century class on a field trip to Eastslde Speedway In Wayneaboro.

Students urged to eat 'right'

Discussing the importance of
subjects such as philosophy, religion and classical history In the
educational process, six scholars
presented a panel discussion on
liberal education in GraftonStovall Theatre Thursday.
The panelists discussed
how a strict curriculum only
focusing on students' intended
future fields is not enough to
complete an education.
Higher education should
not just produce "utilitarian
socializing ends," said Linda
Halpeam, a panelist member

BY NATHAN CHIANTELLA

At Festival, students can eat
ethnic foods that offer flavor
variety with lower fat calories,
according to the two analysts.

Discussing the future of literature in the age of the Internet, a
scholar spoke last Thursday in
EAT room 19ft
lnbxxiuced by College of
Business professor Brad Roof as
an "award-winning author,"
Richard Currey has written novels such as I osl Highway' and
■twice has received the National
Endowment of the Arts award,
which means he has received
funding for his pnijects. He also
has taken home the Hemingway
Foundation award and currently Is working on a novel and a
play. Root Mad
In his "Books and Literature
in the Digital Age" lecture,
Currey began by explaining

senior writer
learning about the healthiest ways to eat on campus,
students joined the University
Recreation Nutrition Analysis
staff in UREC room M320
last Ihursday.
The
seminar, entitled
"Fating on Campus: I > mis-, it
Right," was a Wellness Passport
event led by seniors Joy FirJey
and Lauren Pomeroy.
Topics such as portkm sizes,
healthy eating choices at popular [ML' dining facilities and
proper dieting techniques were
discussed through a Microsoft
PowerPoint presentation.
With 14 places to eat on
campus, students have dining
options that are not .iv.nl.ihle to
them while they are at home.
I»hall is hard to eat
healthy at because it's all you
can eat," Pomeroy said. 'Try to
choose grilled items because
they don't have a lot of heavy
fat from frying. Limit the
amount of high lat condiments
and desserts that you eat."
Pinley said that the reason
for limiting the number of
condiments was because thev
have a lot of hidden calories.

fruit instead of drinking juice
because juice is high in sugar
and has less of the fiber content of fruit," Rnley said.
Also, Porneniy said, "Know
that there are about 450 calones
in the smithies at UREC
-6 6because they are intended to be
Umit the amount of meat replacements, especially
ones with yogurt in them
high-fat condiments the
because of the protein added."
It
also is important to
and desserts
take notice ofl the .imounts
of calories one is consuming
that you eat.
between meals.
"Watch (Hit for giant-si/ed
— Lauren Pomeroy
L'REC Nutrition Analysis! portions in vending nvKhines,"
Pomeroy said, while hnley
9?
advised students to pick trail
mix or Nutrigrain Bars over
M&Ms and candy bars.
Pomeroy
said
that
On a breakdown of an
Mediterranean foods are pre- ideal diet, the analysts said
pared using monounsaturat- that only 60 percent of daily
ed fat oils, such as canola oil, nutrition should come from
which have lower cholesterol carbohydrates (or Kcals), 30
content or, such as sushi, arc percent should come from
high in C>mega-3 fatty acids.
fats and 10 percent should be
The analysts' suggestions from proteins
for \\ Dukes included limiting'
"We get about 250 percent
fried foods, going light on sour of the protein we need daily
cream and cheese in wraps and without any special diet,"
drinking water instead of juke hnley said. Highly trained
or soda to avoid their high- athletes were advised to have
sugar contents.
Students should "try to eat
stv FOOD, page 4

and dean of Genera! Education.
Other members said liberal
education extends beyond the
classroom. "Liberal education
is really for everyone because
it is about how to live," said
Anne Wiles, a philosophy professor and the program's director. "It's about how to read,
how to be a good person and
how to be interested in things
for your own sake."
A liberal education program
can provide students with a
broader cultural background,
rather than the specific professional training a student would
see PANEL, pagr 4

Scholar speaks on
change in literature

Analysts offer suggestions on eating heathier
BY KRISTKN GKI I N

postponement of Student
Organization Night would
hurt the turnout, but she
said she was surprised to see
all of the students at the
College Center.
"It was a good idea to
hold it inside this time,"
Ahrling said.

staff writer

how he had prepared for the
presentation. He said he had
prepared a speech for JMU but
had saved it on his computer
and was unable to retrieve it
because his Washington, D.C,
home was still without power
due to Hurricane Isabel.
Luckily, he was abk- to record
his ideas on his laptop before
a nmng to give his lecture.
Currey used this real life
example to explain the changing landscape of how writing is
conducted. He said it was
interesting seeing the "digital
age disappear by simply taking
away the plug."
With a week-long loss of
power, Washington, D.C,
reverted to the technology of
see UTERATVRE. f>age 4

KRISTKN DONNhl J \'«,iffph>iognrher
Richard Currey, right, speaks to students In ISAT room 159
about the effects of the digital age- on literature.
9
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Presidential candidates face off in debate FOOD:
Healthy
campus
options

Democrats attack Bush, tax cuts, foreign policy
BY JIM VANDKHI I

The Washington Post
NEW YORK— The 10
Democratic pn-sidcnti.il candidates sparred for two hours over
the economy Thursday, displaying deep, and sometimes highly
personal, disagreements over tax
cuts for the middle class, global
trade and health care.
In the longest and most
COntanUoUf tMMte so tar, the
leading candidates roundly
criticized President George W.
Bush's spending for Iraqi
reconstruction, but generally
agreed the president should
and likely will get most of, if
not all, the S87 billion he has
requested to continue operations then' and in Afghanistan.
The candidates called on Bush
to pay for the funding by repealing scheduled tax cuts, though
none of the top-tier Democrats
said they would oppose the
spending bill if he does not.
Retired Army Gen. Wesley
Clark, who entered the r,ue
Sept. 17, did nothing to hurt his
nascent campaign during the
debate, partv strategists said.
But he offered little in the way of
new details about the policies he
would pursue. Clark, who
genarafiy appeared at ease as he
answered questions, stayed
silent when other candidates
engaged in the most spirited
and personal exchanges of the
voting campaign.
Sen. John Kerry (D-Mass.)
^rambling to thwart rival
Howard Dean's momentum,
showed a new, more aggressive
style, repeatedly attacking the
former Vermont governor for
advocating I complete repeal of
the Bush tax cuts arid curtailing
<>t foreign trade

Kerry, who wants to retain
Bush's tax cuts for middleclass families, said Dean is
absolutely wrong" on taxes
and pandering to people In
telling them he would shut
the door" to foreign trade.
Compared to recent debates,
Bush drew fewer attacks. With
pressure intensifying on all of
the leading candidates to distinguish themscKes. tlicv set their
sights on each other.
Thursday's debate over economics at Pace Universitv here
showed the campaign clearly is
breaking into a fight between
the more centrist candidates
and the more liberal. Kerry,
Clark and Sen. Bob Graham (DFla.) want to retain Bush's tax
cuts for the middle class and
encourage fnv trade, while the
more left-leaning Dean and
Rep. Dick Gephardt (D-Mo.)
want to repeal all of Bush's t.i\
cuts and pull back from unfettered foreign trade
"The debate going on
between us is really a debate over
whether we want to take the
Democratic Party back to where it
was before Bill Clinton transformed it in 1992, or whether we
want to take it lorwani," s,ndSen.
Joseph Lieberman (D-Conn.)
"Some of my opponents here ,
including Howard Dean and
Dick Gephardt, want to repeal all
the tax [cuts]. That would mean a
middle<iass tax increase. Some
forgot that Bill Clinton was for
trade that created jobs, and
they're against trade today."
While the first-in-mt-nation
Iowa caucuses are four months
away, Thursday's two-hour
showdown came at a critical
juncture in the campaign. Clark,
a newcomer not just to the campaign but to politics, has roared

FOOD, from pageS

STEPHEN ATWEliVh-n*.^ phmifiraphrr
Students watch a debate among the Democratic presidential candidates at Taylor Down Under
Thursday night. The debate, held at Pace University, featured the top 10 Democratic candidates.
Robert Roberts, professor of political science, led an open discussion during commercial breaks
and following the debate. Students expressed opinions on various aspects of the candidates.
past the nine other candidates in
recent national polls, providing
many disillusioned Democrats
new hope they might have
found the perfect candidate to

. haDeme Bush In Ha new era of
global terrorism.
Those same polls offer
every Democrat a reason for
optimism: they show Bush's
popularitv at all-time lows
and, for the first time, beatable
in head-to-head matchups
with a few of the best-known
Democratic candidates.
The polls also show Bush is
kising the public's trust on the

economy— the same issue that
doomed his father's reelection in
1992. "President Bush is facing an
electorate that is almost as
focused on the economy as it was
M 'I**' fill of 1901, when rising
economic concern began to
unravel his father's reelection
campaign," said Andrew Kohut,
director of the nonpartisan Pew
Research Center.
Dean said, "Tell the truth:
we cannot afford all of the tax
cuts, the health insurance,
special (education funding]
and balancing the budget,"
"Lef s get this one right. Lef s

be fiscally responsible and balance the budget" by repealing
nearly $2 trillion in tax cuts scheduled to take effect over the next
decade, said Dean.
Sen. John Fdwards (D-N.C)
who favors only a partial repeal
of Bush's tax cuts, said Dean
and Gephardt's position would
hurt the middle class.
Al Sharpton, Rep. Dennis
Kucinch (D-Ohio) and former
senator Carol Mosley Braun
of Illinois all called for the full
repeal of the tax cuts and said
there should be restraints on
foreign trade.

higher carbohydrate levels than average because
they are the body's main
source of energy when
working out.
"I thought the program
was informative," freshman Dave Humphries
said. "It was surprising
that proteins are thought
to build muscle, but that
carbohydrates
actually
are more effective."
"My favorite part was
when they described portion sizes and provided
pictures to determine correct portion sizes," he said.
Dining Services has the
nutrition facts for all food at
on-campus dining facilities
located on its Web site,
mew. imu.edu/dtning/nutrition.sittml.
For students who
would like to eat healthier or to try either to gain
or lose weight, UREC
Nutrition Analysis can
provide students with
the tools and information they need to achieve
their goals.
Two
individual
appointments can be made
for $5 at the front desk at
UREC, and it will take
about one week until one's
first nutrition analysis.
For more information on
nutrition analysis at UREC,
visit its Web site at
tvwxv. jtmi.edu/recreation/fitness/nutritionshtml.

PANEL: Scholars air concerns LITERATURE: Changing face
over state of liberal education with dawn of information age
expand a student's education
beyond their intended held.
"However much experience
you have in your life, it is very
minimal in comparison to the
human race," Schall said
The panelists said adding
lib* I il education would not
hinder the pursuit of a specific field. "It is not incompatible with technical education," Wiles said, "but a harmonious relationship to
make a complete life."
In response to critics of
liberal education programs,
Trapani said, "Asking 'what
are \ou BOftflfl to do with it?'
is the wrong question.
Instead ask 'what is it going
AMY PATKRSON/wn...- a«Najtf»»fl* to do with you1'
When asked how liberal eduLinda Halpem. dean of General Education, was one of six panelists Involved In a discussion Thursday on liberal education.
cation claims to teach students to
search for their own truths, vet
PANEL, from page 3
Panel members also said tones students to follow the curreceive in their specific that students need to be taught riculum and read certain books,
field, according to a Sept. 8 something greater than facts Halpem said liberal education
press release.
and numbers in the classniom.
still was necessary.
Halpem said she thinks libJohn Trapani, a visiting
"Without a curriculum , you
member of tlie dLscussion board eral education courses art' the would have no place to start;
and the dean of humanities at best way for universities to help you WOUU never be in a posiWalsh University in Ohk>, said a mold young students into cul- tion to make a choice for yourliberal education can lead to a tured human beings
scll," she said.
greater quality ot Ufa
The Rev. James Schall, a panel
The event was sponsored
"YtHi cannot have perfcctkxi member and a professor irf polit- by the College of Arts &
of a human being on the basis of ical science at Georgetown ! etters .ind the |MU Classical
University discussed the need to Studies Program.
intelligence alone," Trapani said.

UrERATURE.from page 3
decades ago. Currey said.
Currey said that he is "not a literary theoretician, but rather a
writer [and] a storyteller."
This means that his ideas
have a foundation in storytelling rather than in studying
various theories.
"Stories arc utterly vital to
our collective human condition;
it is how we explain our universe to ourselves," Currey said.
With this in mind, it is important to preserve storytelling and
know how it will act in the
lutua\ according to Currey.
He said that everything in
itself is a narrative. Even going
to the store late at night to get
milk is a story, for it has a beginning, middle and end; it has endless possibilities. It is in this way
that stories mimic thoughts,
Currey explained.
Currey said that stories are,
at their nxits, "neurological."
He explained that the art of storytelling is uniquely human
and, therefore, recording these
stories is also a unique practice.
Books are a technology in
themselves, Currey said. What
is evolving is how the books
are written.
"[Charles] Dickens wrote in
quill pin under natural light,'

WmmRm
you've made the pact,
you haven't missed an 8 am,
instead of another l/era Bradley,
reward yourself with what you deserve.

r^

htlp: uuu jinu alu iixrcntion

Currey said.
It is not the matter in which
books are written that is important but rather the stories they
preserve, he explained.
"Stories shape our perceptions on a physical level."
Currey said. In turn, the physical book also is important,
according to Currey.
He believes that a computer screen cannot take the place
of physical paper in the hand
of the reader.
Currey said that it is
important to be able to turn
the pages and take the book
wherever you need it.
Aside from the form of
what is read, Currey also sees
a change in what kinds of
material are being read.
With the advent of the
Internet, Currey believes
there has been an influx in
"telegraphic text," where
people write simply to convey information to each
other and do not focus on
style or emotion.
Currey also believes that it
is "difficult to give a computer screen the same long attention that one gives to a book."
In this digital age,
Currey sees things as a
crossroads. This age either

can mark the death of literature, yet also could be the
birth of something completely new.
The Internet, according
to Currey, also can be a
dangerous ground because
it is unedited.
Anyone can place his or
her ideas in the public view
regardless of what he or she
has to say or the style in
which he or she says it.
Currey believes that the
Internet surely will change
how writing occurs.
The change, according to
Currey, will be "more dramatic with younger children who only know the
Internet and have had no
literary education."
Currey explained that
these children are the future
of literature, and if they are
not educated, then there is
no way that literature can
survive the digital age.
Sophomore Mallory Napier
said that she found his theories
"very intriguing."
However, she was unsure
what the future of books will
be. "It is hard to know what
the true answer will be. I
suppose we will all have to
wait and see."
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SUIT: Childers suing
JMU for contract breach
SUIT, from jutf.1 1

He said he had hoped to Ipiall to
the enlirv team, but the te.nii
member- i on,In, ted their own
meeting in the locker room, luting until after I Inkier', hail lett to
do his regularly scheduled radio
show at Chili's Grill & Bar restaurant at 6:30 p.m. that night.
The suit st.itrs tli.it the school
allowed Childers to resume his
duties for one day, and he performed his radio show that day
.is well "By allowing the plaintiff
to perform his radio show, the
defendant (JMU) held the plaintiff out to the public as the head
women's basketball coach,", the
suit said. "The next day, the
defendant refused to permit him
to return to his position .is head
basketball coach."
The suit then state, that |MU
asked Childers to resign and
"made various offers to settle
their obligations to the plaintiff
under contract. The defendant's
actions subjected the plaintiff to
even more public humiliation
and ridicule."
Childers resigned Feb. 5,
I. spite having three years left on
his contract, which would pay
him an annual base salary of

$111,800,

plus

Incentives,

( InKlers had signed a new live

yeai contract extension following
the Dukes' final tour appearance
in the 2001 Women s National
Invitation Tournament He led
;!., Dukes to an 87-65 record in
six seasons as coach.
Childers resigned after he
had reevaluated his condition
upon returning to the team and
determined he was not able to
fulfill his full coaching responsibilities, according to a Feb. 5
press release.
However, Childers' statement
in the Feb. 5 press release v\ .is not
the only reason for his decision to
step down. During Childers'
absence, the players had grown
accustomed to the coaching style
of then-interim coach Kenny
Brooks, who later was named the
women's basketball coach following the season
Bnxiks also declined to discuss
the issue. 'It's a personnel issue, so
I can't comment," he said
The suit states that some of

the players "initiated a campaign
against |Childers| in an attempt
to have him removed from his
position as head basketball
coach" because they preferred
Brooks' style of coaching.
Childers claims that the university was aware that the players were 'initiating an insurrection," and it did nothing to prevent it. The suit said,
"Ultimately, the players threatened to walk out if the plaintift
relumed to coach the team The
defendant through the actions
of the athletic director (Bourne)
and his subordinates, fostered
and encouraged the students to
engage in this harmful and
destructive behavior."
Dislike of Childers coaching
style at JMU had been documented. At least 17 players left
the women's basketball team
under Childers' tenure as coach,
according to the Feb. 27 issue of
The Bm-z<- Following his n
tion, one former player under
Childers, G'Ann Lauder, discussed how the team didn't like
the way they were treated in that
same issue of The Breezi'. I audcr
played for the Dukes during the
200O-'01 season and four g.imeduring the 2001-'02 season before
leaving the team and later trans
ferring to Case Western l<
University in Cleveland.
( hilders' suit also claims
that, "by spreading, inciting
and allowing the unrefuted
false rumors to spread throughout the community, [JMU] has
so stigmati/ed (Childers'l personal and professional reputation that |he] can no longer earn
the standard of living in the
only profession for which lie is
trained, thereby depriving
[him] of his freedom to take
advantage of other employment opportunities in his pro
fession while also being denied
any income from his agreement, which was terminated."
Hilton said JMU would be
represented by a person from
the attorney general's office in
Richmond, since |MU is a state
university. Once the suit is
served, the school will have 21
days to respond and a trial date
will be set.
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HEALTH:
Try to leam
more about
locations

COMMISSION: JMU
looks for more diversity
COMMISSION, from page 1

effort into the commission. He said that
by making this a presidential commission, there will be more resources available At their disposal
Michael Walsh, the director of
Undergraduate Student Admissions,
who
also
chairs
the
Student
Admission's Subcommittee, said he
"suspects (he'll) have more resources."
The subcommittee is n continuation of
an old committee that now is under the
direction of the president, he said.
This committee will look at ideas from
the p.ist, the programs of other schools
and ask other groups to put together a
set of strategies and actions to increase
the minority applicant pool," Ihe acceptance of minorities and the numbers
enrolled, he said.
The subcommittee will have 12 to 25
members and will try to increase diversity in areas of students' demographics,
economics and geographic location,
Walsh said.
Another committee, the Classified Staff
Subcommittee: Recruitment, Employment
and Retention of University Staff, is led by
Robin Bryan, executive director of
Information Systems.
Under her direction, this committee will
"assess and catalog best practices within
higher education and other industries used

to enhance employment diversity/1 according to the responsibilities to Ihe mmmittec.
The committee also will "develop,! series t-t
strategies and actions lo expand minority
applicant pools, to increase the number of
job offers to minorities and to increase the
number or minorities hired for classified
staff position, according to the n*>ponsibilities to the committee.
The
Faculty
Subcommittee
Recruitment, Employment and Retention of
Instructural,
Administrative
and
Professional Faculty is chaired by
Alexander Gabbin, professor ot .nviuinting. It has similar charges as the other
committees; however, it will try to
increase the pool, number of job utters
and number of minorities hired for
instructural, administrative and professional faculty, accordirig to its responsihihtus to the committee.
Rose said these three committees ,ut
independently of each other but some
do overlap These chairs would need
to come together and share their findings," Rose added.
Hilton said Rose will look at the findings
of this commission first, then send them to
senior management and then, ultimately, to
the Board of Visitors. He said that since this
current commission is not a permanent feature, there may be more commissions or
committees in the future

/// W IH, from page I

using a saline solution, and
George Selleck, owner of
Peaches Tattooing and Body
Herring, said using product*
that "promote and enhance the
healing process" are best.
Selleck said his facility carries
.ill-natural after-care products.
Troy Herstine, co-owner of
Alley Cat, said, "Body piercing
should only be done with sterile, disposable needles — not
with a gun."
A piercing gun is plastic
and can't be disinfected properly to kill things like Hepatitis,
he said. Hepatitis is a spore
and lias to be heated at high
temperatures to eliminate,
which clearly would melt the
plastic, according to Herstine.
Body jewelry should be
made of surgical stainless steel,
solid gold or titanium niobium, MCORttnctO Herstine. She
also said jewelry never should
be plated inanother material.
According to Herstine. ,i lot
of thought should be put into
the location of the piercing.
Don't be embarrassed because
ilus \t seen it all,' he added.
According to Campbell,
genital piercings can be especially problematic because they
are hard to keep dry and free
from dirt.
However, not all places do
genital piercings, including
Peaches. Selleck said they prefer to "focus more on the artistic
side |of tattoos and piercings]."
Alley Cat offers genital
piercing, "but it's not .is popular as you think," Lilly said.
Junior Jeannie Danowit/
said tattoos and piercings are
not something she would take
lightly. "I would not just get
drunk and wake up with a tattoo," she said.
Campbell said she suggests
thinking "long and hard"
about body art. as well as considering your current lifestyle
and the one you hope to have
in the future.

OFFER: Two programs 'gems'
OF FEU, from page l

ticular university offers for their level of
study. Ideally, students who complete the
program will receive 14 to 16 honors credit
hours at JMU. The OIP currently is working
with department heads and the registrar to
determine what credits can be transferred.
The cost for a full year of study at
Oxford or St. Andrews will be .$23,350
and 520,700, respectively. The cost
includes tuition, room and board, an orientation sightseeing program and excursion expenses, according to Butt. It will
not include airfare or spending money.
The OIP will provide a limited number of
$2,500 scholarships awarded based on
need and academic merit.
Students interested in the program are
required to fill out an application with the
Oil' get a letter of recommendation from
■i faculty member and write a brief essay
detailing why he or she wants to study at

AMY PATWtSON/«-n„v ph,Hogr,iphrr

Sophomore Jennifer Derderian, left,
talks to junior Katie Canatsey at the
Study Abroad Fair last Thursday.

that particular university. The program is
anticipated to be competitive, with only
about 12 students dispersed between the
two universities, according to Sternbeger
The application deadline for next mil
will be Feb. 1,2004.
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China's economy of today will be its military
power of tomorrow.
junior

■ Pigs and Pearls

Free trade policies aid
China, hurt Americans
AdamSharp
Students from the United
States have been conditioned
■to hold faith in certain ideas
I concerning economic and for, eign policy One of these ideas,
the power of free trade to bring
0 prosperity and freedom to all
■ corners of the globe, currently
" is the greatest single threat to
4 American hegemony and secu1 rity in the world today.
President George W. Bush
has placed the war on terrorism
as the pinnacle of American tor
eign policy. But a greater threat
than terrorism — but one that
this administration never talks
about — is the threat from the
People's Republic of China.
Osama bin I adon may be
able to destniy buildings, but he
can never blackmail us or beat
as on a battlefield The CHneM,
however, are building that ability. The Chinese threat primarily is economic in nature, but
there is a correlation between a
strong, growing economy and
subsequent territorial expansion and militaristic aggression.
First, the growth of the
Chinese economy cannot be
ignored any longer. World
Bank figures show that since
1975, China's economy has
grown by 6 percent or more
annually. To provide some
comparison, the VS. economy
never grew by more than 6 percent during that same period.
The International Monetary
Fund predicts that growth in
China will continue at 7.5 percent this year and next year,
down fn>m the 8 percent of
2002. Again, for comparison,
the U.S. economy is expected to
grow 2.6 percent in 2003 and 3.9
percent in 2004. Such growth
would be the highest lor this
country in nearly four years.
All of the non-economics
majors are tuning out at this
point, so let me make my point
obvious — China's economy
of today will be its military
power of tomorrow.
Yale pmtossor Paul Kennedy
wrote a book in the 1980s called
"The Rise and Fall of the I lre.it
Powers." In it, he charted the
political, military and economic
history of the world from the
Renaissance to the closing chapters of the Cold War. The book
can be summed up with one
quote — history "shows a very
significant correlation over Ihe
longer term between productive
and revenue-raising capacities
on the one hand and military

A well-rounded education cannot
come from the upper-middle class
Caucasian society.

OPINION

ADAM SHARP

strength on the other."
Kennedy's comments on
China are not comforting for
American ostriches. Kennedy
writes, "the more that China
pushes forward with its economic expansion in a Colbertian,
etatiste fashion, the more that
development will have powerpolitical implications.
"It is only a matter of time,"
warns Kennedy, before China's
economic expansion turns into
an aggressive foreign policy.
Kennedy wrote this in 1987.
China's political and economic tyrants pay lip service
to the idea of a market economy. The Chinese do not play
by free market rules. This
month, U.S. Treasury Secretary
John Snow traveled to China
to ask the Chinese to allow
their currency to fluctuate
according to market demands
China, whose currency is set at
8.3 yuan to the dollar, refused
to tinker with the status quo.
It is an economic principle
that a country whose currency
has a low value has an advantage in international trade. The
Bush administration asserts
that if ( hina merely would
raise the value of the yuan, US.
manufacturers would recover,
and the 25 million manufacturing jobs lost since Bush took
office magically would return.
But China has no incentive to change its policies.
When a currency's value is
market-driven, speculation
can ruin a nation's economy.
Countries such as Taiwan,
South Korea and Argentina
learned the hard way that the
free market can be vicious —
their economies tumbled in
the late 1990s when investors
pulled out in large numbers.
The Bush administration's
posturing is shallow anyway,
since U.S. companies benefit
from our $100 billion trade
.Illicit with China. Many U.S.
companies have subsidiaries
and factories in China, where
labor and production costs are
cheaper. These companies then
sell products back to the
United States cheaper than
their domestic competitors can.
In other words, American fat
cats and corporate bigwigs are
profiting and causing the 25 million lost manufacturing jobs.
CEOs move factories overseas,
giving China more economic —
and potential military — capabilsee CHINA, page 9
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EDITORIAL

fjW CLASS , i AM
WeftE- TO TEACH VOU
AfcouT Do&s • - •

Diversity essential for well-rounded education
With International Week over and Christian Fellowship have brought
the return of JMU's usual lack-of- students in by the hundreds.
diversity weeks, it's about time someWhile it is important to have one's
one took a stance.
own set of ethics and ideologies, it
One week out of every year dedicat- also is important to encounter differed to diversity is not enough. ent viewpoints to have a better
Thankfully, JMU President Linwood understanding of other individuals.
Rose recognized this, and he recently
College is the time when students
announced his appointment of a presi- should be exposed to these different
dential commission to improve diversi- viewpoints. In a Spanish class, a
ty among faculty, staff and students.
teacher who is also a native Spanish
Currently, JMU is in serious need speaker can give a better interpretaof reaching out to minorities. The tion of the language than can a
African-American population has teacher who only has studied
decreased from 672 students during Spanish as a second language. A histhe 2000-'01 school year to 629 stu- tory on the slave trade would be
dents last year, according to the Office taught best by an African-American
of Institutional Research. Last year's who possibly had ancestors on a
enrollment of Hispanics was at a mea- ship brought over from Africa.
ger 286, Asian students made up a
A well-rounded education cannot
total of 695, and this all compared to come from the upper-middle class
the overwhelming Caucasian enroll- Caucasian society. In the 2003 movie
ment of 13321 students.
Head of State," Chris Rock plays Mays
Faculty diversity, along with student Gilliam, a black nobody from a rundiversity, also is imperative to develop- down area of Washington, DC, who is
ing the college atmosphere. How can chosen by the Democratic party to run
students receive a well-rounded educa- for president of the United States.
tion from a majority viewpoint? Ifs
While many thought of his camsimple — they can't.
paign as a joke, during a presidential
Many people are brought up with debate he makes a good point that rums
their own beliefs and convictions. At a things around. Gilliam asks, "How can
school where Christians predominate, you help the poor people if you've
it is especially apparent how strongly never been poor? How can you stop
students feel about their personal crime if you don't know any criminals?"
ideals — the evolution of Campus
While "Head of State" is an exaggerCrusade for Christ and Intervarsity ated example, Rock's character also dis-

plays the importance that diversity
plays in the role of JMU students and
faculty. The more viewpoints and experiences, the better the understanding
and acceptance.
Rose's decision to set up three subcommittees — one for faculty employment, another for staff employment
and the third for student enrollment
— is the first step in bringing diversity to the eyes of JMU students. While
the minority scene will not spout up
overnight, JMU recognizes the need
for a diverse culture and its importance for the college community.
It is imperative that Commission
Leader Daniel Wubah, the associate
dean of the College of Science and
Mathematics, keep up with his mission and broadcast his results to
JMU as they come through. What
kind of strategies does he have in
mind to encourage diversity? How
does he plan to bring in more
minority staff and students?
While this will not be an easy
task, the fact that this issue has been
articulated brings hope to JMU's
diverse future. Students should
embrace all that is offered in the
form of differences, for it helps
everyone in the long run.
An understanding of diverse cultures may not create world peace, but
it can help JMU students walk away
with more than just a college degree.
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A "ride-your-bike-or-get-on-the-bus"
dart to all of the people on campus who
complain about the lack of parking when
most of us live within a mile of JMU.
From a student who's tired of watching
the environment suffer when there are so
many other options.

Pat.

\ w.ike-iir>.ind-get-a-elue" dart to the
girl who thinks that you'rv only an alcoholic
if you drink alimeall llu- time.
rrom an educated student who knows
that alcoholism is a serious problem that
actually can happen in a group.

"To Ihe press alone, cliequered as il is with abuses, Ihe world is
indebted for all Ihe triumphs which have been gained by
reason and humanity over error and oppression."
— lames Madison

Prc* Wikn

Dart.

A "thanks-for-saving-our-butts" pat to
the guy who helped three disabled adults
and two overwhelmed caretakers safely
cross Main Street Thursday evening.
From a junior who is very grateful for
your help and learned a valuable lesson
about usirtffcrossiivi/*-

Dart.

PatA "thanks lor-tho-memories" pat to my
Ini-iuis who mud Mmtfad and jumped in
th. pool on thenightof the hurricane —you
m.kh' it a night to a-member.
From a st'nior wlio loves her friends and
UOUUn't trade them tor Ihe world. B'l limes like
MM thiil MM Ml not want to leave college.

A "give-me-a-break" dart to the house
editorial in the Sept. 22 issue of The Breeze for
being so self-absorbed that you can't see past
your own beer bong to the titter destruction
and death caused by Hurricane Isabel.
From a resident of Harnsonburg and a
graduate of JMU who is outraged by your lack
of concern and care for Ihe larger community
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"They slarl stuttering,
get jittery, move around
a lot and their eyes start
twitching."

OPINION

"When they end up
peeing on themselves."

Kristie Fleming

Brendan Flannery

senior, psychology

freshman, recreation

"Someone is lying
to you when they
get aroused."

"When they are
looking down to
the right."

campus
SPOTLIGHT
MARC CHOI/amfcv phiHitruphrr

Brian Crowe

Jessica Cino

freshman, business management

senior, graphic design

"^w How can you tell if someone is lying to you? ^f
■ From the Wire — Ball State University

Wal-Mart violates customers'
privacy, intrudes on freedoms
LaurenPhillips
mother took photos of her tions to look out for the best
What happens when 3-year-old daughter topless interests of its customers.
you bring your significant in a swimming pool. WalHowever, this last-ditch
other home to meet the Mart photo processing effort to purify America is
parents? Your family cooks employees feared the pho- not the first incident that
a big dinner, acts on its best tos were evidence of child called Wal-Mart's practices
behavior and proceeds to abuse and called the police. in question.
give unnecessary informaPolice approached the
For a 1996 album, rock
tion about your childhood. mother as she was waiting singer Sheryl Crow wrote a
No one leaves the table for her photos to develop. song about two Florida
until Mom tells the story of She then was interrogated. teens who shot people after
when you peed on your When she was allowed to purchasing guns at a Walpastor at your baptism or leave the store, she could not Mart. She refused to delete
when you threw up all over take the pictures with her.
the line, and the store
Kour He-Man mask after a
|im Hill, police chief of refused to sell her album.
lalloween candy binge.
Salina, Kan., said officers had
But have they stopped
Inevitably, the baby pic- a duty to investigate to see if selling guns? No.
tures surface. Mom, Dad or the photos provided evidence
It looks like Wal-Mart is
a vengeful sibling digs of child abuse, according to afraid to expose people to
deep into the abyss of the The Associated Press.
media that may cause the
living room bookcase and
Police were dismissed store to hurt itself or others.
finds those Halloween pho- from the case Wednesday.
But Wal-Mart has no probtos and the standard naked
Meanwhile, the lawyers lem selling them the materibathtub pictures.
representing Wal-Mart argued als to complete the task.
Your significant other the photos could lead a "reaOn top of that, Wal-Mart
never storms out of the sonable person to conclude employees
will
look
room in disgust or demands the child was being sexually through photos and decide
an intervention because he abused," The Associated Press which ones they think are
or she feels you were abused article stated.
right for you to take home.
sexually. Everyone had
If the police examined the
Wal-Mart prides itself on
those pictures taken. Most personal photo albums of being America's store.
of the people who possess Wal-Mart's lawyers, they
Aiding censorship efforts
them experienced a relative- Erobably would find photos and violating privacy are two
ly trauma-free childhood.
ke the ones in question.
of the most un-American pracBut if your parent's picThis Wal-Mart store went tices a company can exercise.
tures had gone through too far. The employees invadLauren Phillips is a stuWal-Mart processing, you ed the privacy of a family.
dent at Ball State University.
would not have them today.
It could be argued that This column was first printed
Last year, a Kansas Wal-Mart is taking precau- Sept. 26 in The Daily News.

CHINA: United States should become
economically aggressive, protectionist
CHINA, from page 7

should be subject to economic
ities, while American workers blackmail by a tyrannical, corstand in unemployment lines. porate! state that crushes
But that's not all. China individual liberties while
also buys U.S. Treasury making money hand over fist.
securities — the mechaChina is playing by hisnism by which this country torically proven rules — the
funds Bush's huge $500 bil- country that protects its
lion
deficit
spending. economy
from
foreign
China currently holds $122 influences and pursues
billion in U.S. government aggressive trade policies
securities, and their buying will grow. Countries that
rate has grown 150 percent allow foreign nations to
since January 2002, accord- meddle with their economy
ing to the Sept. 13 issue of always are susceptible to
The Washington Post.
economic blackmail or a
Thus, not only are U.S. worldwide depression.
corporations moving factoIf the United States conries to China, thereby caus- tinues to pursue a foreign
ing ordinary Americans to policy that creates strained
lose jobs, but China now relationships
with
the
finances our debt. One of United Nations and our
this country's strongest allies, then this country
rivals in Asia, therefore, must secure not only its terhas a large hand in deter- ritorial borders, but its ecomining whether this econo- nomic borders as well. The
my goes up or down.
safety and security of this
Such a position should be country only can be assured
unthinkable to this adminis- when U.S. policymakertration and to Americans in adopt protectionist policies
general. This country never — aggressive trade policies,

subsidizing
domestic
industries and penalizing
U.S. companies that move
production overseas.
National security and
the national interest mean
more than Apache helicopters and invading Iraq. If
America is to continue to
be strong and its people to
remain prosperous, U.S.
economic policy needs to
be as aggressive as the military policy.
To do otherwise may
result in the sad irony that
the France of today — weak,
whiny and impotent to Stop
other nations — will be the
United States of tomorrow.
Adam M. Sharp is ■ niiiiU
em foreign languages major
who accept* criticism or
other comment! at omnilingual@hotmail.com. Anyone
who wishes to discusi the
topic of free trade with Adam
can come to the Madison
Economics Club meeting
Oct. 8 at 6.30 p.m. in Zane
Showker Hall.

O baby ...
it's all about the big O.
breezeopinion@hotmail.com

WANT MONEY?
Write for The Breeze
After writing five stories, become a stafl writer and gei paid
for your work1 For more details, contact Tlte Breeze office
al K8-6127 ore-mail us ;ii the breeze®jniu.edu

Buy any Sandwich, Sub, or Wrap,

Set 1 pR£E

C Tailor and Cleaners, Inc.
Over 20 Years Experience
Custom Tailoring & Alteration.
I u x.'iln. Wedding Gown
Fit Any Siie or Shape
Fast Work
Reasonable Prices

Dry Cl.aning Service
Laundry Shirt Service
Free Buttons

11 MI 11 si i n liu 11> Crossing Shopping Center
239 BurlM. Road. lal: M0-4380404
Weekday 8-6
Sat 9-4

• 10«/. Discount
.' UP to $15.00
! Alteration! only ;

You Have A Place.
It'll be worth it for you Co try the Bible study and continental
It's relevant and relaxed.

Your breakfast is served at 9:00 this Sunday.

™. J

CHUUCH OI IHI NAZAUM

I
I

1 Coupon per Customer

Present This Ad for Discount

120 University Blvd.
Open 11 a.m. -9 p.m.
Monday-Saturday
Dine In or Carry Out

(540) 438-0080

Massanutten Timeshare

breakfast at Harrisonburg First Church of the Nazarene. We promise!

ifck •» Marrisoiibwy Qirst

Offer Expires 10/5/03

We're close to you./ust 3 miles from]MU on
Port Rood - on the corner ofBoyers and Port

www.ABeaconOfHope.org

Covers JMU Homecoming Most Years
Townhouse Size End Unit - Sleeps 8+

Full Kitchen
Fridgc/Frcczcr, Stove, Dishwasher, Microwave, Cook ware, Tableware tor H

Living Room/Dining Room
Sleeper Sofa, Chairs, Coffee Tables, Fireplace, Cable TV, I )inner Table 8

DR REBUCK

442.8123

Optometrist

• Specializing In glasses, contacts including
colored contacts and bifocal contacts
Exams tor cataracts. Glaucoma, eye
disease and foreign body removal

OPEN TUE -SAT • WALK-INS WELCOMED
21B8 A JOHN WAYLAND HWY
I
BESIDE WAL-MART VISION CENTER ON Al SOUTH

Upstairs Bedrooms
2Twin, 1 Queen Bed, Sleeper Sofa. 2 Dressers, 2nd Cable TV. lull Hath

Downstairs
Large Jacuzzi, Sauna. Full Bath

Upper & Lower Deck, Extra Parking, New Furnishings, (Jolt" (dune.
Ski Season Discounts

Call (540) 289-6003 x6047 this Tuesday thru Saturday
or (703) 255-4712 to see it
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COMICS
Just Like Reality by Patrick Bredland

SAW \<. II
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PHOTO & GRAPHICS

The Breeze is always looking for new artists to help out with
graphics, art, photography, comics and illustrations. If you
are interested, contact Breeze photo and graphics at:
PHOTO: breezephoto@hotmail.com
GRAPHICS: breezegraphics@hotmail.com

AEROPOSTALE
BRINGING THE STORE TO

JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY

SAVE

50-75"
TO SPONSOR COLL£G€ ATHLGTI

ON THE SAME MERCHANDISE
WE HAVE IN OUR STORES!

SEPTEMBER 29 - OCTOBER 2 10 AM-7 PM

POST OFFICE LOBBY
UNIVERSITY CENTER
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HOROSCOPES

CROSSWORD

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
Today's Birthday (Sept. 29). This year, your primary tasks are to delegate, and to make and save lots of
money. You can accomplish both if you can learn to ignore distractions. You may not complete this
assignment, but it's good for you to practice.

:

i

4

3

Libra Sept. 23-Oct 22

£g~
Today is a 6 - Friends offer encouragement
^^M* and advice, hut you'll have to live with
^^W your choices. Don't ignore a nagging
doubt. It appears to be important.

Today is a 7 - Don't let anxieties interfere
with your creativity. The more you create,
the more money you make, and the more
goodies you can buy. But don't go out
shopping now. Bring in the money first.

4&!

•'

Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21

Gemini May 21-June 21
Today is an 8 - Show how much you care
by what you do, not what you say A little
kindness now is worth much more than
riches to come.

1*''

Cancer June 22-July 22
Today is an 8 - A person who listens
■ deeply is your ideal confidant right now.
You may need help with planning so that
you can keep expenses down.

Leo July 23-Aug. 22
^^ --. Today is a 6 - If you pay the price yourself,
^kgf you can choose exactly what you want It
^*^p^ you need to ask for help with funding,
you'll have to compromise. You choose.

Virgo Aug. 23-Sept. 22
♦ Sj.
~£^n
^K\\
^^■k.

Today is a 7 - The more you learn, the
more corrections you'll need to nr made.
You're fine-tuning the machinery for
maximum performance.

Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec. 21
-a. Today is a 6 ■ The textbook explanation
j^Bft may not be as effective as you'd hoped.
|^W Ask a person with practical experience to
help you.

^Today is a 7 - If there's anything funny
r^. going on, your friends will find out. Do a
TJPQ background check on the very same folks
who are checking on you.

Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 16
•A Today is a A - A person who doesn't seem
JT to understand is actually teaching you a
J|\ valuable lesson. You cm fi,;un' ,>ut what it is.

Pisces Feb. 19-March 20
—<
Today is an H - Friends and an advisor from
(t %» far away can assist you in making a profit.
\J Don't listen to those- who say it can't be
done. With faith, you can outlast them.

Solutions to Last Issue's Puzzle
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Jenny was born
Dec. 27. yet her
birthday is always in
the summer. How is
this possible?
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Answer In last issues riddle
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ACROSS
1 Ancient
fertility god
5 Sprouts bean
9 Marsh of
mysteries
14 Uncivil
15 Mimic
16 Synthetic fiber
17 Bellicose deity
18 Round dance
19 Verbalize
20 Two bars
23 Singer Pete
24 Embrace
28 Satellite of
Jupiter
31 Sinbad or
Popeye
32 Thar
blows!
35 Napoleon
victory site
37 Case-harden
38 Two bars
42 Point in
question
43 Twixt 12
and 20
44 longa.
vita brevis
45 "Tristram
Shandy" author
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Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19

T A P
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'

—Tribune Media Sc-rvu m

R IDDI i; of the Day

^P 30

H

'IS

Today is a 7 - A change concerning your
home or t.imily m.iy not go the way you
want. Don't be exasperated Continue
tweaking until you achieve alignment
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Taurus April 20-May 20

6

2t

20

v

^■»» Tbd.iv i' an H - -You may not care if you
<
*«Rfi up*:! the status quo. Don't lei passion
oTW clouil vour common sense.
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Aries March 21-April! 9

1

'
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47
50
52
56
59
62

Puts aside
Sea cow
Cottonwoods
Two bars
Filler piece
Words of
understanding
63 Earnest
request
64 Of the ear
65 "Silkwood"
star
66 Space-saving
abbr.
67 "Now We Are
Six" author
68 Williams and
Koppel
69 Duryea and
Rather

~

u
<»

DOWN
1 Copper-zinc
alloy
2 Emanations
3 Designer
Simpson
4 Author of
"Gil Bias"
5 Indian prince
6 Resting atop
7 Social misfit
8 Actress Kelly
9 Trademark
anesthetic
10 Canine
warning
11 Ms. MacGraw
12 Quadrennially
prominent grp.
13 Undivided
21 Blue Hen St.
22 E.R. staffers
25 Wing part
26 More tender
27 Squeeze
29 Tear
30 Peruvian
mountains
32 Earthquake
33"_ la vista,
baby!"
34 German city

36 Out of port,
but not wine
39 Of two
continents
40 Available for
leasing
41" from
Mars"
46 Poetic
contraction
48 Golfer Ernie
49 Hit with a
blackjack
51 Formal
proclamation
53 Mediterranean
island nation
54 Bounding
main
55 Embossed
emblems
57 Arthur of
tennis
58 Require
59 Houston or
Raybum
60 On the _ vive
61 Internet add.
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Huffy in ro mq/re youh reaehr-qrion
for the. aOO'r-a.005 achool yeqr\'
Sign a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will get
FREE local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year!
The Commons

South View

Stone Gate

Office Hours
Monday - Friday
8:30-5:30
1068 N Lois Lane
432-0600
www.lbjlimited.com

www Ihecommonsaparlments com
jrxvMtoiC

www southviewapartments.com

www.stonegaleparlments.nel
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Focus

Gl#be Trmtters
JMU provides experience for travelers
from foreign countries

c

Story by contributing writer Sylva Florence • Graphics by art director Jessica Taylor

^.
oming to |MU is an entirely different
^^■^^ experience for international students,
one that most of them never have known. Such
students have traveled from their country for the
main purpose of attending school in the United
States. Five students share their experiences of
tun nig traveled from various places in the world
to |MU, and they now are dealing with becoming accustomed to the American way of life, as
well as being college students.
Mario Coseritino — I'adova, Italy
Freshman Mario Cosentino grew up in
Padova, Italy. 15 miles from Venice. Cosentino
decided to study international business law in the
United States after living in Manasscs during high
school. He applied and was accepted to JMU.
"There are more possibilities to be successful
here (in America]," Cosentino said. "They motivate you more than in Italy. In Italy, unless you are
very (talented], they don't care."
Cosentino said Italians have preconceived
ideas of Americans, such as the idea of America as
a powerful, rich and aggressive country.
Although he will stay in the United States,
Cosentino isn't sure if he will remain at |MU
for four years.
"I like JMU, and I am tired of moving all over,"
he said. "But, if 1 have to stay away and pay lots
of money, I want to go to the best school and make
sure I'm 100-percent successful."
Cosentino said he never feels homesick;
however, he does miss soccer, Italian food,
his family and friends, the European lifestyle
and its architecture.
"I like my culture, the lifestyle, men the people," he said. "In Italy, we enjov life more."

Luis Padilla — La Ceiba, Honduras
Freshman Luis Padilla is another student who
decided he wanted to go to a school ouWded Ml
country and applied and was accepted at JMU.
"I don't want to lound girly. but what I love
the most about America is the shopping."
Padilla said. "The biggest shoe size |at home]
is 10, and I wear 12, so I would have to leave
the country to get new shoes."
Padilla grew up in Honduras, m the state of
Atlantida, on the Northern Coast. He also lived

several years in the Philippines. Padilla likes
JMU and said it provides "many opportunities
to develop [himself]." Padilla decided to come
to JMU because his older brother attended JMU
and recommended it to him.
In addition to Honduras and the Philippines,
Padilla's travels include Thailand, Singapore,
Malaysia, Hong Kong and previous visits to the
United States — his first was to Disneyland at
the age of 6. Also, Padilla's father and one brother studied in Louisiana.
"Because I spent so much time traveling, my
mind is Latino and Asian," Padilla said. "I can be
shy or conservative, like Asians, sometimes. The
things (American guys) share we would not; the
things they keep secret we would tell."
Padilla said stereotypes of Americans
exist in his country. For example, some people believe Americans are "huge, crazy and
rich with disposable money.''
Padilla will remain at JMU for the full four
yews. Although he rarely becomes homesick,
Padilla misses Latino food like tortillas and black
beans, the familiar accents of his country, his family's beach front property, biking with his friends
and the "slower-paced life."
Afag Huseynli — Baku, Azerbaijan
The chance for junior Afag Huseynli to travel to
America came in the form of a program called
Freedom Support Act Undergraduate Program,
sponsored by International Research and
Exchange Board (1REX). More than 500 students
applied for the program, but only 18 were selected.
Life in America is different from Azerbaijan
in many ways, however, the country is becoming more modem every day, according to
Huseynli. As a modem-European country, in
Azerbaijan "religion is not so strict," Huseynli
said. "It is a personal decision (for women] to
wear coverings. Out of 100 percent [of
women], maybe only 10 percent do."
DHHK this year. Huseynli felt very homesick
and missed the food. the old monuments in Baku
and the holidays — specifically, Novruz, the
Azeri New Year celebrated March 22.
"We cook Ions of food," Huseynli said,
"and there AK many traditions like having a
bonfire and jumping over it, and special cook-

ies, like baklava and shakarbura.
"I had childhood dreams," she said. "But,
1 always thought I'd never have the chance.
Every lime I prayed, I asked God to let me
come [to America]."
According to Huseynli, there was a three-step
application process involved with the IREX program, which allows the 18 students chosen to
study for one year at an American university.
First, all applicants had to write three
essays. Then, they had to send transcripts to
the program, and take a test in which they had
to prove that they could speak English as a foreign language. The test included sections on
hearing, reading and grammer.
After these tasks were accomplished, the applicant then had to attend an interview where he or
she was asked questions pertaining to his or her
essay, as well as other general questions. After this
process, 18 applicants were chosen, and they were
flown to the United States for their schooling.

Nataliya Laptik — Zhytomyr, Ukraine
Freshman Nataliya Laptik is another student
who traveled to JMU through the IREX program.
Americans' frequent, loud laughter confuses her,
because in Ukraine, "people laugh loud, but it's not
common. They laugh for reasons like great joy."
Laptik grew up in Zhytomyr, Ukraine, on a
peninsula by the Black Sea. She said JMU "is like
the landscape where I live ... there are lots of
mountains here, but no sea.
"We (the people of Ukraine) live in a talented nation," Laptik said. "We will treat complete
strangers as family ... we would give our last
food to make it seem (like we are] happy to
meet them in our house."
To many Ukrainians, the United States is
"a working nation, a country of opportunities," according to Laptik. Her greatest affection for the United States comes from the
never-ending hot water.
"We don't have hot water in our house,"
Laptik said. "In the capital we have |some|, but
not in our block of five-story flats. We always heat
up water for hours on the gas stove."
Laptik's dream to travel started in third grade
when an American in the Peace Corps from Ohio
taught her class English.

"He made me wish to come visit and see
(the United States] with my own eyes," Laptil.
said. "Last year I decided to apply to the IREX
Erogram, but didn't hope to win. I still can't

elieve I'm here."
Karina Tam — Hong Kong
Freshman Karina Tam lives in an apartment on
the 21st floor in Hong Kong. To Tam this isn't an
inconvenience, however, since one of Tarn's
friends lives on the 48th floor. Tam chose to apply
to schools outside of Hong Kong, and she loves
Virginia for its natural beauty.
Six years ago, Tam first came to New York
City. She didn't know what to expect because
when people in Hong Kong think of America,
they immediately think of the government as
the 'world police.'
"New York is a fantastic city, amazing actually,"
she said. "I wanted to stay, but my mom said no."
At JMU, Tam enjoys the classes because,
unlike Hong Kong where only three years of
college are offered, she can choose what to
study. However, she misses certain aspects of
Hong Kong, such as the food, her friends and
the Cantonese language.
"Hong Kong is a very commercial city," Tam
said. "And life is even faster there than here (in the
United States]. Money is very important, and
there are many business people. You can sec
everyone walk fast, drive fast, talk fast."
As much as Tam seems to enjoy JMU, she
sometimes finds people's actions to be strange.
"Why don't people use umbrellas when it
is raining?" Tam asked. "So many people
just walk around in it. And also, if a class
ends at 5 p.m., people start packing at exactly 5 p.m. and want to leave. We wouldn't do
that in Hong Kong."
Living in the United States is a completely different experience from visiting. As international students step off
the plane, they have to deal with the
preconceived notions most bring with them
from their country, as well as becoming adjusted to a whole new style of living. JMU seems to
provide these students with the cultural experience for which they have been waiting.
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definiUIu dqi
Delta Gamma
V
International Women's Fraternity
is recruiting at JMUI

How would you like to become a member of an organization
that's fun, exciting, rewarding and enriching? Perhaps you
like the idea of new friends, leadership training, volunteer
opportunities and social events.

IrtarestedPRactol
We're looking for intelligent, enthusiastic and confident young women to become members of our
international women's Fraternity at James Madison University.
Delta Gamma offers undergraduate college women:
Social Opportunities - meet other Greeks and make phenomenal
friendships and memories!
Lifelong Friendships - create a family of sisters that lasts a lifetime!
Leadership Opportunities - build an impressive resume for your postJMU plans! There are many opportunities to help you enhance and develop
your leadership style and skills.
Academic Assistance - benefit from peer academic support and get "the
scoop" on professors and classes at JMU. Also, internationally funded
collegiate scholarship $$$$ available to members!
Volunteer Opportunities - know that your volunteer time and energy will
be focused on an established, incorporated, international Foundation
M supporting Service for Sight. Help those who are visually impaired through
|J fun projects and fundraisers.

leamrwd
Reception and Presentation - Wednesday, October 8 in Zane Showker Hall Rm. 101 at 7 p m
Following presentation interviews will be scheduled for Thursday
Interviews - Thursday, October 9 in Taylor Hall Rm. 304 from 9-5:30 p.m.
Membership Invitations - Friday, October 10

qfiStkm&?
Contact Laura Hinson at hinsonlb@jmu.edu, or Sarah Shear at sarahshear@hotmail.com.

W

www.deltagamma.org/DefinitelyDG.
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Cuban jazz and funk band, the
Miguel Romero Ensemble,
spices up Wilson Hall,
see story bete*
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"As a minority in the audience, 1
could connect... It was definitely
shocking and controversial."
LAURI PARTIN

junior
see story below
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CHRIS I \B/I)\ tmun phUHfntphfr
Comedian* Ronl Qeva and
Hassan Arawas present the
Arab/Israeli Comedy Hour
Wednesday night as part of
International Week.
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•
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ABBY S[JIJ.IVANSs*|f>k*«(rupfir>
Cuban funk and \azz artist Miguel Romero performs Thursday with his ensemble at Wilson Hall during a show sponsored by the College of Art* A Letters.

\lo\ i nq

Miguel

Omeno
Cuban funk, jazz group takes Wilson Hall with zest
to the BEAT of

BY MIKI. CROWLF.Y

contributing writer
Shading his eyes from the
bright lights on the Wilson Hall
stage. Miguel Romero peers out
into the concert seats — something's missing.
A solid Latin dance song is in
full force, so what's Romero looking for? "Anybody moving out
then1?'' he asked. Now it's obvious — nobody's dancing.
The Miguel Romero Ensemble
played for a not-so-packed Wilson
Hall Auditorium last Thursday as
part of International Week. This
Ht -.1. scribed *( uKin, |a//. Funk"
gmup fmm Atlanta, brought its
unique multicultural blend of
music to the Burg.
"You don t hear this kind of
mii-u in Harrisonburg," concert
organizer Jerry Weaver said.
Regardless ofj the lackluster
turnout, the group of five put
on an energetic two-hour performance of solely Cuban music
blending with elements taken
from avant-garde jazz to funk.
The show was "a bit of a
risk lor those who hadn't ever
heard of the group, Weaver said.
Formed in 2001, the Miguel
Romero Fnsemble is fairly new
to the jazz scene. The band
diett • handful of students to
Thursday's concert nonetheless.
"I saw the (fliers posted
around campus) and thought 'Yes
— this'll be good," junior

Brandon Walker said.
The ensemble kicked off its
set with blues pumped full of
spicy, l^tin flavor. Saxophonist
Jorge Castro was a featured
soloist along with Romero.
The simple chord structure
of most songs allowed each
member to display his topnotch solo abilities. Romero's
attack on the piano is anything
but simple. With flowing
speed like that of Chick Corea
and the drive of a young John
Coltrane, Romero is a lot to
take in. His tenacious energy
and intensity often left him
mopping up his perspiration
between tunes.
Song melodies could be
compared to those artists like
Santana, Kenny G and even
No Doubt. A unique thing
about this group is that it is
hard to classify. Crowd reactions were most apparent after
thumping solos of bassist
Waldo Chavez and the technical rhythmic displays by
drummer Alex Garcia and percussionist Aryam Vazquez.
Together, the ensemble
members carried themselves
quite informally.
The open-ended vamps freed
the musicians to take long, elaborate solos. At the same rime, their
loose, sometime* disorganized,
fashion resembled a basement jam
band just having fun.
Perhaps if it had loosened its

-66
More people should
come out to events like
this when you have an
opportunity to see music
at this level.
— Brandon Sughart
senior

99
grip on the jazz label, the
Miguel Romero Ensemble effectively could have recruited a
livelier audience.
It's nice to see a group
embrace musical diversity like
these guys do. At one point, a
seemingly dissatisfied Romero
even got up to show the audience
how easy it is to salsa dance.
"I think a lot of the students
would've enjoyed it," biology professor Dean Cocking said.
Nevertheless, Romero stayed
positive and seemed pleased to
be playing. "Thank you so
much for coming down and
supporting music," he said at
the end of the show.
Senior Brandon Sughart said,
"More people should come out
to events like this when you
have an opportunity to see
music at this level "

Comedians
prompt
laughter,
reflection
BY MAGOIF. MILLER

contributing writer
During the Arab/Israeli
Comedy Hour Wednesday
night, Wilson Hall Auditorium
was full of nothing but laughter.
Roni Geva and Hassan
Arawas showed their unique
ability to put aside preconceived notions that they should
hate each other — as one is a
scheming, rich Jew and the
other an Allah-worshiping
Arab. Instead, the two actors
performed • hilarious show.
"I think it was useful in
understanding the Arab/
Israeli conflict because it
touched base on the stereotypes of both sides," said junior
Lauri Partin, whose family is
from Hong Kong. "As a minority in the audience I could connect (to the actors), and I
thought it was great. It was definitely shocking and controversial. It got the point across."
The comedy hour revolved
arnund the history of an existing
conflict between the Arabs and
Israelis and how two individuals
from both sides can laugh about
it. but at the same time be pretty
blunt about their situation.

-66
There was plenty of
energy... they made a
lot of creative efforts.
\m\ srM.IVAS/tairl;**i«i«>arr

- EricScluilman
freshman

Waldo Chavez, a bassist In the Atlanta*a*ed Miguel
Romero Ensemble, performs during the ensemble's
show Friday at the Wilson Hall Auditorium

Calling the tribe
CHRIS I.AB/DA/

Local progressive
hip-hop group
Indigenous Womb,
toft, headlined a
concert at
Main street Bar &
Grill Wednesday.
Sept. 24. Soldiers
of Jah Army, a
Washington, D.C.based reggae band,
performed as the
opening band.
Indigenous Womb
band member, right,
sings during the
performance.
Indigenous Womb
released Its latest
album. -Alley Kat
Anthem," this

Sophomore I aura Manilli
said, "I personally don't think we
as Americans will ever understand the conflicts between Arabs
and Israelis. Both speakers gave
ama/ing points about how innocent lives an being destroyed
due to this hatred these aiuntries
feel towards one antHher."
Not only did Geva and
Arawas make tun of each other,
but they made run of Americans
as well. Even though these
comedians are triends offstage,
the iad truth, as Geva and
Arawas suggested, is that the
Arabs and Israelis probably will
ne\er bfl triends
In their presentaru «n, they said
Americans are not helping the situation either, by choosing sides.
They said that despite this
knowledge, the main goal of the
evening was to prove that two
people from very diverse backgrounds and who come from an
area that has been at war for
centuries could get along.
"There was plenty of energy,
they wen' open to different reactions from the audience, and they
made a lot of creative efforts,"
freshman Eric Schulman said.
"Even though this was a
(Wellness) Passport event, I'm
really glad I came."
While learning was the
beneficial aspect of the comedy hour, laughter was the
best medicine.
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Rocker chic: female pair strums with flair
Best friends Katie and
Jessica fuse creativity
BY VANESSA RESPICIO

-64

contributing writer

I feel that writing is

Katie and Jessica, an acoustic
a spiritual thing,
band, astonished a remarkably-sized crowd with its taland that our talent
ents Friday night at the Court
comes from God.
Square Theater.
Having been together for
— Jessica Crawford
two years, the band consists of
musician. Katie and Jessica
Eastern Mennonite University
student Katie Grove and a
JMU alumna, Jessica Crawford
('03) — the principle songwritGriffin,
Jennifer
ers, lead vocalists and gui- Patty
tarists. The duo collaborates Knapp, John Mayer and
with bassist Alan Good and David Grey."
While the impetus for
Travis Whitmore on percussion.
"Most people would say Crawford and Grove's music
seems
to come from the
that we're more of an
acoustic, folkish, rockish artists and loved ones around
them, Katie and Jessica also
band," Crawford said.
Best friends Grove and relies on a higher authority
Crawford originally arc from for motivation.
"1 feel that writing is a
Bridgewater and started
singing in their home- spiritual thing, and that our
talent comes from God,"
town's Church of Brethren.
"We sang in choirs together Crawford said. "We do what
and in Sunset Celebration, a we do because we enjoy it
contemporary worship service and not to get a record deal.
we started," Crawford said. As long as people enjoy our
"We actually just started play- music, we'll be able to keep
singing and performing."
ing the guitar in college."
Apparently, as promised,
The duo's ease with the
guitar was incredible, con- Katie and Jessica has not soldsidering that Crawford and out on potential fans.
Grove began playing the guiJunior Giuliana Geng
said, "I wasn't sure what to
tar in college.
expect
from Katie and
The pair further defines
its musicianship by demon- Jessica, but I had a great time
strating its ability to success- listening to their music and
fully blend their voices. watching them perform. I
Crawford and Grove bolster thought they were incredibly
the strumming and vocals talented. It was a good way
with an inclination towards to spend my Friday night."
songwriting.
Although Katie and Jessica
"Inspirations for our does not have a set schedule of
songs come from the special performances, the band welpeople in my life and the comes invitations to perform,
experiences from life that I Crawford said. They currently
feel people can relate to," are working on a Web site that
Grove said. "Other inspira- will be running as soon as postions for our songs include sible, uwnc.unreal-records.com.
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KRISTF-N DONNEU-Y/i»#/rt<».ij[ny*«
Katie Grove, left and above,
and Jessica Crawford perform
at Court Square Theater Friday
night. The duo, Joined by a percussionist and bassist, delivered a musical smorgasbord
complete with orglnal pop and
folk pieces, as well as cover
songs.

KKISM N IX>NNELLY/nqfpfcuofnvAr,

Dynamic duo courts crowd at Court Square
BY SARAH MANLEY

contributing writer
K.ilie and Jessica's music
is reminiscent of that of
Jewel and Natalie Imbruglia,
with a bit of Joan Osborne
thrown in the mix.
The opener of Friday
night's show was a cover
of Natalie Merchant's
"Carnival," with Eastern
Mennonite University student Katie Grove on guitar
and JMU alumna Jessica
Crawford ('03) on back-up
vocals. After performing
several original songs.

Crawford picked up her
guitar as well, to show the
audience her proficiency
with the instrument.
The pair traded oil KUJIar
riffs and lead vocals thniughout the show, which was
attended by about 1011 people, according to Jon Meyer,
theater manager.
Occasionally, (he duo —
along with percussionist
Travis Whitmore and bassist
Alan Good — played songs
featuring both vocalists on
guitar at the same time,
including their original
piece, "Breakthrough," a

pop-sounding song that
bora .1 spiritual message.
Almost the entire set consisted of original songs by
both women about love, loss
and spiritual growth.
The pan u.is \cry consistent and unified in its harmonlea In songs such as
"( loser to You" and an
Indigo Girls cover of "Power
of Two," the duet showed the
maturity and synchronization of their voices. Also during the Indigo Girls cover.
Grove played lead guitar
during some difficult chords,
Crawford commented.

FINAL GENERAL INTEREST MEETING
TRANSITIONS AT 7PM ON OCTOBER 1ST

/

As the night wound
down, the twosome kept
the show moving with a
few upbeat folk songs
including "That's Enough,"
which had the audience
clapping along with the
beat. Crawford and Grove
ended the show on a very
slow and melodic note.
Their set included a total
of 19 songs and one encore
song, "More," which was
performed only by Crawford
and Grove.
Kane and Jessica's compact
disc, "A Collection," is available at Plan 9 Records.

WWW JMU.EDU/0RGS/AMBASSAD0RS/MEMBERSHD?. HTML
ANY QUESTIONS? EMAIL UYTTEWJB@JMU.EDU

U-WV/

House

AN OPPORTUNITY AWAITS YOU, APPLY
^
WE DO MORE THAN JUST TOURS:
Den RALLY,
DAItV
ALUMNI REUNIONS, OPERATION GRADUATION, HOMECOMING, PEP
COMMENCEMENT, PARENT'S WEEKEND, OUTSTANDING PARENT AWARD, '
OPERATION SANTA CLAUS, SUMMER SEND OFF PICNICS, CARRIE KUTNER SCHOLARSHIP
SPRING PREVIEW DAYS, HOME HIGH SCHOOL CONNECTION, ADMISSIONS RECEPTION, '
HOST PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS, MEET PRESIDENT ROSE,
yV J Aa^ta^^j^

MEET AMAZING LEADERS.

'
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Missing digits

photo courtesy c»f Vniwnin Prngnm Bvunl
University Program Board* 7 foot tat) ~311"
wood cutouts were stolen from the hill overlooking the commons between 6 p.m. Sept. 24 and 9
a.m. Sept. 25. Tickets to the Oct. 24 show are
being offered by UPB as a reward for their return.

The hill above the commons was a little more bare
Friday morning with the
disappearance of a recent
promotional tool.
In efforts to promote the
coming of hip-hop- and reggae-flavored band 311, the
University Program Board
posted 7-foot-tall wood
cutouts of the numbers on the
Hillcrest House hill overlooking the commons, according
to senior Adam Hoover, UPB
director of event promotioas.
The numbers were placed
in the ground at 6 p.m. Sept.
24 and were missing by 9 a.m.
the next morning, he said.
"We were trying to create an
effect similar to the 'Hollywood'
sign in California," said UPB
Executive Director Amanda
Ionian, a senior.
A reward is being offered
for the recovery of the numbers. "We are going to offer
three tickets to the show for
someone who returns the

'3/ and we are going to
offer one ticket for each '1'
or five tickets for the complete set," Hoover said.
"A lot of time, effort and
money went into [making
the wood cutouts], and they
were to promote the presale
ticket date," he said.
According to
junior
Stephen Shoup, UPB director of variety and entertainment, ticket sales for the Oct.
24 show begin tomorrow at
10 p.m. in the College Center
Grand Ballroom. Tickets will
be sold at $24 each with I U
card, limited to two tickets
per buyer, and $29 each
without JAC card, limited to
four tickets per buyer.
Fans can begin to lino
up for tickets beginning at
8 a.m. On Oct. 2, the general public will be allowed to
purchase tickets at the
same prices, Shoup said.
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WANTED
Dependable, motivated and
enthusiastic style writers.
There will be a style writers meeting
for October issue planning

Tomorrow at 6:30 p.m.
The meeting will be held at
The Breeze, located in the basement of
Anthony-Seeger Hall.
for more info contact Kyra at

746-6677

—compiled by Kyra Papafil

OCTOBER 2003
Concert Caiem!**"
Frl

*A1XNEW*
"CLUB 222"
SPECTACULAR
BARS IDS
SPECIALS! Ill
TIME EVER
ALL COLLEGE
ID'S EREE for 21
*UP. ALL
LADIES EREE
for 21* DP. ($5.
■arckarga uadcr
ADBLYN
21) DJMIX
(fornMrty
Jiv»»tr»tt) w/gueal MASTER MIKE
tbl.SS.
BRRT MICHAELS
w/guaat American
AathcmALon
Friday S22. Adv. $25

FINOBR
BLASTERS
w/guarttba. S3.

'TABULOUS
FRIDAYS"
WALL, TO
WALL
CROWDS,
FREE PAPA
JOHN'S
PIZZA 10pm
to 11pm, * DJ
JOKY
MORGAN
PROM DC
•pinaiag Ih*
HOTTEST
DANCE
TRACKS IN
THE
NATION!

•ALL NEW*
"MEGA
MIX"
DJ * DANCING
COMES TO
SATURDAY
NIGHT with
JOEY MOW.AN
RETURNING
WITH TOP 40,
HIP HOP,
DANCE*
PARTY
CLASSICS.
MUSIC THAT
EVERYONE
KNOWS!

DOM

Taf Biucilone

Don't be FORGOTT
remember to take your yearbook picture!

ONE LAST WEEK!
September 29- October 3

Taylor 402 and Taylor 405

Monday lp.m. - 5p.m. Tuesday-Friday 9a.m.-5p.m.
$5 sitting fee for yearbook picture (underclassmen and seniors)
$15 for yearbook picture + cap/gown picture (seniors only!)

but yearbooks are free for everyone!
Seniors: Forgot to return the card you received over the
summer? You can still get vour picture taken!
Questions? Call Gina at 568-6541
or email <jmu_bluestone@yahoo.com>
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10/24 @ 8pm at JMU Convocation Center

WK

^

/

with

PRESALE 9/30 @ 10pm in the College Center
ickets on sale 10/2 in Warren Box Office, Plan 9, and
musictoday.com
$24 with JAC Card (2 ticket limit)
$29 without JAC Card or for floor seating
Register for a chance to win a snowboard
with every ticket purchase, courtesy of
S3$
^

winner to be announced day of concert, log onto http://upb.jmu.edu for more details.*

contact UPB at 568-6217

for more information.
»
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"You have io credit UMass. They
have some good players. They
came out after us."

"- Women's Soccer
JMU crushed ODU
Friday, 5-1, in its
CAA opener.

MICKEY MATTHEWS

football coach

FOOTBALL
-VOLLEYBALL-

UMass runs through Dukes
Another slow start, poor tackling result in A-10 loss

JMU gets
CAA win
over VCU

BY BRAD RICHARDS

sports editor
Coming from behind Io win
a close game this week against
the University of Massachusetts
was not a trick that JMU had
in its deck of cards Saturday,
as it was last weekend when
it came from 17 points down
to defeat Hofstra University.
The Dukes were dropped by
the Minutemen, 31-26, in
Amhersl, Mass.
JMU once again started
the game flat and did not get.
going until the second half,
according to red-shirt senior
linebacker Dennard Melton.
The last minutes of the gamewere filled with drama for the
Dukes, but the outcome was
not as satisfying this time, as
JMU's record dropped to 2-2
on the year.
"I thought our conditioning paid off today," coach
Mickey Matthews said. "As
long as the game went, the
stronger we got, we just
couldn't make that one play
to pull it oil "
With JMU trailing by UKfinal margin of victory and
red-shirt junior quarterback
Matt UZotte at the helm, the
Dukes were trying to make
some moves to get a score
before the remaining 1:50 of
the fourth quarter ran off the
clock. Senior wide receiver
Alan Harrison said thai in the
final moments of the game,
he began to think in the back
of his mind that the possibility of a comeback was there
because of what happened
against Hofstra.
JMU had a few tricks left as
I.eZotte completed two passes
to Harrison, and the lAikes
were at the Massachusetts' 37HI h PHimvinum Orai
yard line with a first down.
RedsNrt Junk* quarterback Matt LeZotte orops back to peas during a garre against VirgHa Tech earaer trfe season. LeZotte threw lor a
However, that was all
car—fWgti three touchdown, and 248 yards again* the UnrvnUty of Maaaachueettm, making hen dfth aMme at JMU In pining yards.
JMU could muster up as a
pMI interference penalty was the ball on the next play, said. "They came out after .1 is.ippointed with.the Tolley and a 32-yard field
called on the ollense, which and time expired.
us. I don't want to say the defense 1 [x-rtormance.
goal in the second quarter,
backed JMU up to its 49-yard
Falling behind, 17-6, at reason the game went [the
"We have to do our |ob," Matthews decided to
line. LeZotte then was sacked halftime to the No. 10 team way it did] was all because of Mellon said. "We didn't do replace junior place kicker
tor .in 8-yard loss, and it WM in the nation was too much us. They were doing a lot of that today. We didn't go mil Burke George with sophothird and 32 with under .i of a deficit to overcome for good things."
and play |JMU| defense We more punter Nick Rnglehart
minute to play. The comeback the Dukes, who gave up
A couple aspects of the didn't tackle very well, and m the Mcond half,
then was over after a U-Zotte three sacks, one fumble and game the Minutemen did we have to improve on that
"Well, obviously our woes
pass to red-shirt sophomore two interceptions.
well was accumulating 258 this week.*
in the kicking game really
wide receiver Nic Tolley on
"You have to credit yards of offense in the iirst
After missing both an hurt us." Matthews said.
fourth down was incomplete. UMass. They have some half alone and 385 total ranfj extra point following a 21Massachusetts downed good players," Matthews for the game, leaving Melton yard touchdown catch bv
se,DVKES,pagtl8

FIELD HOCKEY

The Dukes defeated Virginia
Commonwealth University, 3-1,
Saturday night in Richmond. JMU
improved to 6-7 on the season,
while VCU fell to 6-11 overall.
JMU was led by seruor middle
blocker Dana Jones and sophomore outside hitter Emilee
Hussack who both had 19 kills in
the match. Jones earned a doubledouble on the night by marking 12
digs. Hussack also notched a doubkMioubk- with 10 digs
Both sophomores Nora Quish
and Krysta Cannon split time
playing setter for the Dukes. Quish
had 30 assists against the Rams
and Cannon tallied 27.
JMU will host Towson
University Friday at 7 p.m. in
Godwin Gym.
—from staff reports

-A-10

FOOTBALL-

Baylark
performs
Offensive Player of the Week
Quarterback Andy Hall of
the University of Delaware
was awarded the Atlantic 10
Offensive Player of the Week
award after rushing for 159
yards and two touchdowns in
Delaware's 24-14 victory over
Hofstra University.
Defensive Player of the Week
Delaware linebacker John
Mulhern made nine tackles,
including three for a loss in
the Blue Hens' victory. He
also recorded his first sack
of the year.
Rookie of the Week
Running back Steve
Baylark of the University of
Massachusetts had 35 carries and 140 yards rushing
in the Minutemen's victory
ovet IMU.
Spec Team Player of the Week
University of Rhode Island's
punt returner Wendall
Williams scored on a 75-yard
punt return in the Rams' victory over the University of
Richmond. It was the first
punt return for a touchdwon
in the A-10 this year
—from staff reports

WOMEN'S SOCCER

JMU shut out by Skladany nets two as Dukes roll
Monarchs, 5-0
over Old Dominion in 5-1 victory
Second half sinks Dukes JMU dictates play in first conference game
BY RYAN HUDSON

contribulinn writer
The tough (tart Io the 2003
season for JMU continued
Saturday as it fell. 5-0, to Old
Dominion University (5-4,2-1).
The Monarchs, whose scoring
came in bunches, were led by
forwards Katie Clavton and
Anna Rogers, who had two
goals apa*.
JMU (2-8, 0-1) came out
playing stnmg in its confcieiue
opener in the Colonial Alhleii.
Association, keeping play on
the offensive for the early part
of the first half.
Despite saves made by
sprawling red-shirt sophomore
Lori Amico, Claxton was able to
net her two goals within just
one minute of e.i, h other.
The Dukes came nut firing
in the second half, but both
senior forward Janelle Perils'
and freshman midfielder
Baillie Versfeld's shots on goal
sailed wide, preventing the
lead fn>m being cut in half.
That was the last real opportunity JMU had .i- c n il scored
three goals in under nine minutes to seal the victory.
At the 45fl7 mark. Koe,ei-

managed to sneak the ball past
Amico, then less than two minute-, later, midfielder Dana
Sensenig made the score 4-0 in
favor of ODU. Rogers tallied her
second goal ol the aftemixm at
5357, giving the Monarchs their
final score. All three secondhalf goals were assisted by midfielder Angie l.oy.
"Tixlay was Ihe first time in
four years that we've come out
and evenly matched them tin
the field, so (losing) was a disappointment." junior forward
Heidi Beck said.
The loss dropped the
Dukes to 2-8 overall thus far
this season, but the competition has been tough, according
to coach Irene Horvat.
"We've been struggling
quite a bit, and a lot of games
we've played a lot of the
tough teams in the country,"

BY JAMES IRWIN

conlributinx writer

This game marked the fifth
lime |MU ha-, plaved a team
ranked in Ihe lop seven this
season, while the Dukes
remain unranked.
"It's a different level,"
Horvat said. "The frustration is

Sophomore forward
Kim Argy's goal in the 26th
minute proved to be the
game winner in the Dukes'
5-1 victory oxer the i >ld
Dominion Monarchs
Priday .11 Reservoir Raid
The win came in JMU's
first home confen-nce same
of the season, boosting IN
record to .3-4-1 overall and
1-0-0 in the Colonial
Athletic Association.
The Dukes were able lo
keep the ball in Monarch
territory for much of Ihe
game, and Ihe result urn I
total of 13 shots on goal
for the Dukes.
Senior forward Abby
Karpinski opened the -. 11
ing six minutes into Ihe
game with a 10-yard break
away goal to put the Dukes
up, 1-0. Argy soon followed with what would be
the eventual game winner,
nxxiving a pass horn sophomore midfielder Fmilv
Baskin and mlling her ihol

see LOSS, page IS

see JMU. page IH

rtorval Mid

CHRIS I AH/DA/WIII..>;*,»„,„«*,,
Red-shirt sophomore forward Christy Owlngi receives a paaa during Friday's conference opener.
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.JMU: Big
win result
of offense
JMU, from page 17
into the left comer oi the goal.
JMU went into halftime with
a 16-2 edge in shots on goal but
only a 2-0 advantage The early
lead put Old Dominion in a hole
and had it playing catch-up for
most of the game.
"I think the early goal really
changed the complexion of the
game," coach Dave Uimbardo
said. "I thought we were fast,
physical and that we did a good
job of finishing our chances."
The Dukes continued to put
pressure on the ODL' defense in
the second half. Sophomore
midfielder Karlv Skladany put
JMU up 3-0 before the
Monarchs got on the board with
forward I .mr.i Beeman's unassisted breakaway in the 53rd
minute ot regulation
With 19 minutes remaining
in the game, Argy fed the
ball to Skladany, who tacked
on her second goal of the night
ami solidified the Dukes lead.
Freshman forward Aria Carr
rounded out the scoring with an
18-yard one timer to give the
Dukes a 5-1 advantage.
"It was a breakout game
for us," Lombardo said. "Our
forwards pressured their
backs and helped create scoring opportunities "
JMU continually beat Old
t>xninion to open balls and was
able to take advantage of its
opportunities, according to Argy.
V\e detmiteh i .imeoui re.illy fired up, and that was the key
to tlx- game," Argy said.
Red-shirt junior forward
Christ) Metvker. who recorded
IwoasMsts in th, \ uturv,said, "1
think this gave our team more
confidence — this is the kind of
win that we needed."
JMU hosted the College of
William & Mary Sunday and
fell, 4-1.
Forward Tara Flint paced
the Tribe's offense with a
goal and two assist-.
Argy tallied the Dukes' lone
goal, assisted by Anby Karpinski,
in the 54th minute

IM"Nil rsstiuj MM
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SPORTS

DUKES: Solid fourth quarter not enough
DL'KES.fwm fxigc 17
"When two teams as evenly as
matched as us and
| Massachusetts]
play,
the missed field goal and
missed extra point came back to
haunt us rtvilly bad at the end."
Englehart converted two
extra points for the Dukes in
his MM .ippearance as a placekicker for JMU.
One bright spot the Dukes
had i was that they held their
opponent to minimal yardage
late in the game as they shut
down the Minutemen and
only allowed 20 yards in the
fourth quarter.
"I told the kids the reason
we lost the game was because
we couldn't tickle, and we
couldn't run the ball early,"
Matthews said
Matthews mentioned that
one reason the Dukes might
not have been able to move the
ball on the ground was due to
not having red-shirt freshman
running back Alvin Banks carrying it. Banks left the game
early in the first half after suffering an injury to his leg. He
had four rushes for seven yards
before leaving the game.
The defense came up strong
and made some skips, but the

31-13 hote JMU was looking at
with 1337 remaining was not
to be overcome.
"I am really happy with
the win," UMass coach Mark
Whipple said. "I thought our
football team kind of fell
asleep at 11-13. I really have
to credit JMU because they
have a good team. They came
fighting back.
"I kept sitting on the M.IVline saying This is no different than it was in 1998 when
JMU came up here, and we
were ahead, 28-12 ... and it
came down to a two-point
game, (that Massachusetts
won)," Whipple added.
With about six minutes im
the dock, freshman defensiw
back Isaiah Dottin-Carter intercepted a pass by Massachusetts
quarterback Jeff Kmhn and
returned it 22 yards for a touchdown, which cut the
Minutemen's lead to five.
LeZotte completed 21 of 32
passes and gained 248 yards
in the air on the night, giving
him 3,156 total passing yards
for his career. He currently is
ranked 5th on the career passing list, but can move into 4th
with 3583 yards.
Minutemen
Running

-66... the reason we lost
was because we
couldn't tackle or run
the ball early.
—Mickey Matthews
football coach

9?
back Steve Baylark, who
gained 146 yards on the
ground scoring twice, and
wide receiver Jason Feebler,
who had eight catches for 116
yards and a touchdown,
powered UMass' offense.
"UMass has got a lot oi
fire power," Matthews said.
"TTwir running back played
superior. We just couldn't
tackle [Baylarkl"
Melton said, "[Baylark] is a
very strong back He's got great
leg drive, and he is going to finish mns YVe just didn't wr.ip
up today — at all, and that's
just the way the game went."
The Dukes travel to
Villanova University next
week. The Wildcats are 4-0.

Ill EFHOTCMUiQ '•
Sophomore comerback Clnt Kant makes a tackle last week against
Hofstra Unhvnfty. The defense had numerous problems tacking runnine back Steve Baytock Saturday at the Unrverstty of Massachusetts.

LOSS: JMU shut out
IXtSSJwm ptgt I ?
in the result, but then? are a
lot of bright spots because
We are generating the
chances, like today."
The Monarchs had only
one more shot on goal than
did the Dukes. Amico finished the day with five saves.
The Monarchs' goalkeeper,
Tina Walker, earned a shutout
by blocking six shots.
"It comes down to three
things — finishing on the
opportunities that we create,
not giving up as much on the
defensive end and following
through for 70 minutes,"
Horval said. "We competed
with them. I am proud of
some things we did."

Vfcrsfeld said, "Irs unfortunate we didn't put it in the net.
Once we put it in the net. we'll
be fine — and it'll come."
Sunday, the Dukes hosted No. Ih-ranki-d University
of Richmond.
JMU took an early Wad
when senior midfielder
Lindsey Keller scored off a
rebound. The Spiders evened
the match at 1-1, then Yt-rsfekl
scored on a penalty comer,
giving the Dukes the lead
once again. Richmond tied the
game up once again and took
the Dukes into overtime.
Versfeld snagged her second goal of the game 43 seconds into the second overtime
period, as JMU won 3-2

AM\ I'VIIKVINS
Junior back Carrie Smith, left, breaks down against an Old Dominion University player during
Saturday's Colonial Athletic Assocatlon opening game. The Monarchs shut out JMU, 5-0.

UPB and Madison International present

International Film Week
Wed. Oct. 1
MEXICO:
Lucia Lucia
7 & 9:30 PM

Madison International Association

Fri. Oct. 3
BRAZIL:
City rf God|
7 & 10 PM

*Jam«MaMwUnMW»y

>t
• I

■

te

...

\ ruin the (lite.

Thurs. Oct. 2
IRAN:
Baran
7 k 9:30 PM
Sat. Oct. 4
FRANCE:
L'auberge Espagnole
7 & 10 PM

m

together
insdot

Sun. Oct. 5
CHINA:
Together
7 & 9:30 PM
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CLASSIFIEDS
■ artaader Trainees Keeled $260 a day potential. Local
positions. 1800 2933985. ext, 215.

Only $15 to run your
"For Sale" ad for the

Sublaaae Ofty idige bedroom,
living room, private bath
MM/month until August, incfcjoes
ail utilities, cable, hign speed
Internet. Call 540-271 2789

entire semester or
until your item sells

Buy a classified ad and
j:-i your ad listed on (he
Web for FREE!

=ORSAl_

IXnl mas out on that pea deal!
568-6127

Pentium MMX 200 MHj. 32M
RAM. 80 i>ord drive. 24* CDTOM.
Windows 08. Office 97, HP Osleet
520. 2 HP 26 cartridges. $200
o b o. Call 612-2244 or email
dofogafmfjmu. edu

' Hornet Gift 4
Thrift. 227 N. Mam.
lea* . Mai
i New »Hh I
■ag - $76: square neck Regal
Dofcro with case. $275. 26 key
accord on «.rth case, $175; o.b.o.
CaH 4344625.

1W9 Per»ehe 944 ■ 94K nWes. 6
speed, removable sunroof, new
Pirelh tires, beautiful car Inside end
out, $5,995. Call 54074082*5.
1MT WeMe~Carfe~~red. 2 door.
spotter, excellent condition. 94 300
miles, loaded, new tires. S3 995
Call 830O444

A taring Braeker Needed • work
for SunsplSSh Tours, tra.el tree.
Hottest destinations and parties.
Two free mpa/hign commissions.
W»H suospttshtours com
1800426-7710

Itsme for tale ■ Oresser, mirror,
highbov. wardrobe, fuN boispnngs.
coffee table with 3 end tables. TV
cart, recliner. Must sell, puces
negotiable. Chris. 4386257.
Motorcycle 2000 Honda CMM0~e*ceiient condition, yellow wtth
Disc* trim, new tires. 9.000 miles,
negotiable http://oobmu.9du/b1H0
Call 421 7243.
Ceeker Spaniel Paeelee" AKC
registered, buff, red. spotted
Shots and wormed. Cuts, loveaWe
Indoor and outdoor pets, $250.
Call 2348899

Oymsastles
Inatreeler
Harrlaonburg Parks & Recreation
seeks part-time gymnastics
instructors to teach preschool
through advanced recreational
classes on Monday and Wednesday
afternoons. CaH 433-9168 for more
information

This offer it good now ifimugti
Dn ^ and only appiB to
Jdvntnng n ihr Tor Sale"
waion Ada moat br 20 words or
lest Offer appbea to IndMdual
item* only Ksusl sum and
bustnea» do not qualify br this
special oflrr All ad* are subject to
Bnrre approval

www.lhrbreeze.ort

PeM scl Majors • Paid irvtemsMps
available with local political
campaign Ooor to door canveaeJng
on avenings and weekends. Two to
6 days a week. Excellent
experience in a challenging race for
State House. Lowell Fuik for
Oelegata Call Ethan. 432 1065
CaH today, hiring Immediately'

FOR SI'MMFR 2nM

1992 Ford Cielerer ■ ,n great
condition. Lots of extras. $5,500,
negotiable Call Mike. 4354369.

<.atarlaa*Oeaujeia*ai
Expi^asotatbVSasstTHte
HeUaejVewReaasMWraae.9c3Se_l

1993 Torn Mustang IK
hatchback, auto, excellent
condition. 61,000 miles, cruise,
premium sound, sunroof, alloy
wheels, beautiful car, $3,950. CM
2804430

■
•
•
•
■
•

•erven Wanted • at downtown
Jess' QUK* Lunch Apply in person.
Daytime help preferred.

(whichever cones first i!

Ha«|
iBalBSpBSSail.LSSl

Buy a classified ad and
get your ad listed on the
Web for FREE!
www.thebreeze.org
Call 568-6127 today!
Fraternities. Sororities. Clubs.
Student Oroups • Earn $1,000
$2,000 this semester with a
proven CempusFundraiser 3 hour
fund raising event Our free
programs make fund raising easy
with no risks. Fund raising dates
are filing Quickly, so get with the
program!
It works. Contact
CampusFundraaar a 18889233236.
or vtsrt www.carripbanjnoValtvr.com.
City of Harrleonfcurg Lifeguard
(•J70JW) • Parks & Recreation
Department Several positions
available.
Responsible for
supervising the safe use of public
swimming facilities by pool visitors
to ensure the general safety,
health, discipline and enjoyment of
the patrons; does related work as
required. Approximately 15 - 20
hours per week at S7.75 per hour.
Must be able to work evenings and
weekends
No
benefits.
Possession of current Lifeguard
Training. First Aa] and CPR For The
Professions! Rescuer certifications
required. Applications will be
accepted until positions are filled.
Review of applications will begin
upon
receipt.
Submit
an
application to Karen Musselman,
Human Resources, 345 S. Main
Street, Hernsonburg. VA - not the
P&R Dept. Applications may be
downloaded from our website at
www. c'namsonburf. vs. ut/hr.

Learn M 8s*f - Ever wanted to learn
go"? Heritage Oaks Golf Course
offers JMU student discounted golf
lessons for $15.00. Beginners
encouraged, private lessons or
groups welcome
Call for
appointment or information. 442
6502 www, hentegena* egOff. com

FALL EXPANSION
34t-PosunasAvaiwir>le
Customer Sen tec/Saks
Work Around Claw.
$9.35 BueAppt
All Ages 18*
Condition! Apply

NOTICE

438-1300

For more information and

www. worfcfnrrtuoe n ts.com

aisisiance regarding ihe

City of Harrlsonesrg • Cart
Attendant (MOOING) • Cleans
golf carts and prepares tor play.
pk*s up boss on the driving range,
cleaning range bails; maintains
cleanliness outside Pro Shop;
Cessna rental dubs, cart area and
cart building $8.00 per hour. No
benefita Position requires the
ability to communicate effectively
and m a professional manner with
coworkers and guests; and a valid
Commonwealth of VA operator s
license, or ability to obtain one.
Fiesibie scheduling. Approximately
16 hours per week Applications
will be accepted until the position
Is filled. Submit a City of
Hernsonburg application to Human
Resources, 345 S. Mam Street,
Hernsonburg. VA 22801 not the
golf course. Applications can be
downloaded from our website
www.ci.narnsonourg.vauf/hr
UesdMfj Fee • Pea leaf Classic
Photography inc la seeking severe!
outgoing, responsible students to
he* and tram as photographers to
cover student organization parties
and events Car needed. Contact
Mansea Call toi*ee (866) 8222897
marris*e>s(/»cfl>elassic.com
■vent and Reereatlen Staff
Needed
including magic
assistants, dance instruction
assistants, and activity operators.
Contact Greg at Mist valley LLC.
540-746-2073
or
e-mail
m/sh/aMeyefcnavi.ccm Home of the
Mechanical Surfboard

1
1 wilt hang
out wtth you for $10 an hour. Call
Mike. 4383508

■in Jug asm Sets el rssrees • full
board. $125. Call 633-2311.

imcMigatHm of financing
buMnesj opportunities, contact
the Better Business Bureau, Inc
l-ass-533-5561
Teed ef tssriMe DJ'a? Can Mr. Master
Mike's Enesrtssmant. 442-9097
Hewaeemlng Ace—eeetlene
Double room with private bath.
Close to campus. Bed and
breakfast. $100 for two nights.
Call 43*7152

FREE

AIRLINE
TICKET!

I www.studcntcKprcss.coml
Cm NOW: 1.B00.787 37871
So Meiy Spang swcen Comparts*.. Book direct with the established
loader in Spring Break travel.
Better trips, better prices. Earty
booking incentives Book now with
a small deposit. l-BOO-3671252.
www. spnng»xee*direcf.com

Spring Break Rape Needed • to
promote campus trips. Earn cash
and 2 free trips! We train you
1*003671262
www sprlng6nsa**rect.corn

hhimm-iUl
hhitmwiafitl

jessjpew reev uwererer fa

USA Spring Break - Cancun.
Bahamas. Acapuico. Jamaica &
more. Don't be fooled' Go with
quality and experience! 28 years In
business. Largest student tour
operator (Division of USA Student
Travel) CaS ton free. 1«774606077
Now also Wring campus reps. Earn
2 free trips for 15 travelers and

$$

Campus Reps Neededl Be a
Campus Rap tor the only Spring
Break company recognized for
outstanding ethics! Earn free trips
andcashl 1-80067»«386
www. SpnngSrea* Travel com
Cancun, Acapuico. Nassau,
Jamaica! 7 nights from $459 •
tax! Includes breakfasts, dinners.
Guaranteed lowest pnees and best
party schedule The only Spring
Break company recognlied for
outstanding ethics! Visit the best
Spring Break sue on the web - view
100s of hotel videos and reviews
at www.SpringBreakTraval com.
Call 1-8006786386
•Tsartag Bee** Vesattaael HO*
bast prices! Mexico. Jamaica.
Bahamas, Florida. Texas. Book now
and receive free parties and
meals. Campus reps wanted!
1S0O2347007
www, endfessaumrner tours.com

I 800 648-4849
www.ststravel.com
Winter and Spring Break ■ Ski ana
beach trips on sate now! Can
1-800 SUNCHASE or go to
www Suncnase com today1
Aat Newl Book 11 people, get
12th trip free. Group discounts for
6*. Call 1800838-8202 or
www. sprmgbnaakat scounls.com.

r Traenee* Needed • $250
a day potential. Local positions
lflOO 293 3985. e>t 613

A -Reaaty- Spring Break 2004 •
Only with Sunsptean Tours. Lowest
prices, free meats and parties Two
free tnps for groups 1S00426-7710
www.aunapMaMours.com

Biggest Spring Break Psrtyl
Cruise wrth 100s of students on
the largest and wildest student
party cruise! Spend 6 days m the
Bahamas from $2791 includes
most mssis, free parties, port
U***1 Etr-cs Award wmn-ig orjrnpenyl
www.spfingBfkTrtv9l.cotn. Call
1-60067841386.

_ Break 20041 Travel with
Beach Life vacations' America's
best student tour operator!
Jamaica. Cancun, Acapuico.
Bahamas, Bond* Sell trips, earn
cash, travel free! Hurry book now!
Cell 140O7334347.
www. beachJ/rerwacsoOne com

Are Tee Going Seanewhere for
Spring Break? Get a group
together by placing an ad in the
Breeze classified ads. $3.00 for
the first 10 words. $2 00 for seen
addrtronal 10 words Can 568612 7

SI Sprtag Break Opai—ail Check
our web-site for the best deals
www.vagaoondtours.com. Cancun,
Bahamas Jamaica, and Florida.
Group organizers earn free trips
and cash. Cat today 1466-2732500

PLACEA
CLASSIFIED AD IN
THE BREEZE!
UAOfornm tOwnrtli
UMeachadd'l 10-ord*
Block ada art $1 Mitch
All ctasstfkM ads muu be
eahmillrd In writing. You ma>
r mall > our ad In
Sat brrrirv JIIIU.KILI. Ad* muU
be paid in advance hj cask, check.
VlSAorMaalertard. Alladaare
■ubjmi to linr/t- approval.
Call 568-6127 todav!

www. thebreeze. org
SKYDIVE!

One day first jumps, and a staff dedicated to keeping you and
your fellow JMU students skydiving at SKYDIVE ORANGE
Freefall almost a minute
Gift Certificates
from 2 1/2 miles high
JMU
Student Discounts
from our 22 Jumper

O

1 (877) 346X3759

aircraft on your first skydive!

((877) DIVE-SKY)

(540) 943-6587

complete information is on vwvw.skydiveorange.com

^^^•T

CicVt PIZZA

/\ Japanese Steakhouse
J
& Sushi Bar

Our expert Kyoto chefs prepare,
from appetizer to entree, your delicious

©
YOU |AN.

O

Vtatof

o BUFFET o

dinner at authentic teppan yakl tables.

540.574.4901
829 E. Market Street, Harrisonburg, VA

©

Need some
JAMES MCHONE

71 SuMh Cnn SVMR
lluiMmhui, \.\ !M\

jewelry

©

77
JUj

Buying GOLD JEWELRY

II40M3MU)

$4.99 a Foot

o C?

©

HARRISONBURG

Extra Cash?
annaue

M

(high school rings, ect.l *

16 Kindr of Pizza

2035-91 East Market St.
Skyline Village Shopping Ctr.

(540) 432-9099
Parta • Jalad • Desert

MUST be 18 wf two D) j

4pm - Midnight
Large 1-Topping

Large Value Pack

One large round pizza
with cheere and one Topping.

one larqc qu\k bread or dtrrert, CVnwre

Iwo Urqe nmi tin topping plzrai plur
troei Cimaaen toll, Apple, or Ovxolate

fs&ftftJte
- — - - - - - - - - - - - -- ------- --w— _-— — _ — _____ a.
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Pheasant Run
Townhomes

Front Door Parking, Beautifully Landscaped Yaixls

11

Mil'
Great Room

Eat In
Kitchen

Deck or Patio

Cable/Phone/Ethernet available,
Free Bus Service, Dishwasher,
Washer and Dryer, Microwave,
Refrigerator with Ice Maker!!!

Pheasant Run
Townhomes
Call 801-0660, e-mail pheasant@pheasantrun.net
or stop by 321 Pheasant Run Circle
1=}

View a map to our location on GoIL®®DsOn.com

